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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the description and analysis of static 
semantics. It can be seen as a result of a number of different activ-
ities in the area of programming language definition and compiler 
construction in which I had the opportunity to participate. Most 
of these activities were centered around or dealing with the concept 
of static semantics. 
In the beginning of this introduction, a global overview of these 
activities is presented. A short introduction to known methods for 
describing the syntax and semantics of programming languages is 
given and the term static semantics is introduced informally. The 
aim of this thesis is to introduce a general framework, which can 
be considered as a generalization of many different formalisms used 
in the above-mentioned activities. A description of these aims, 
followed by an overview of the remaining chapters of this thesis 
is given. Finally, other areas of research which are related to this 
work are mentioned. 
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1.1 A Personal View 
I have been involved in a number of projects dealing with program-
ming languages, both with their definition and their implementa-
tion. 
When a student at the Technische Universität Berlin (TUB), back 
in the seventies, I have been already confronted with the formal 
definition of programming languages. I was impressed (and some-
times overwhelmed) by the formal definition of ALG0L68, which 
was presented to the students by C.H.A. Koster and S.G. van der 
Meulen [vW75, LM71]. both giving lectures at the TUB at that 
time. The application of two-level grammars, in particular two-
level van Wijngaarden grammars (so called in honor of their in-
ventor A. van Wijngaarden [vW65]) to the design of programming 
languages, was a major step forward for the process of formalizing 
language descriptions. These two-level grammars not only allowed 
the description of the context-free structure of programming lan-
guages, but also the description of very complex context-conditions, 
like the identification in a block-structured programming language 
and even the description of the equivalence of recursively defined 
modes in ALG0L68. 
At that time I also became involved in a project in which a new pro-
gramming language, called SLAN (which is a shorthand for School 
LANguage, Student LANguage and System LANguage), was de-
signed. This language was proposed by C.H.A. Koster. The de-
velopment of SLAN was a reaction to the enormous complexity of 
ALG0L68, which was an obstacle to both compiler writers and pro-
grammers. A formal definition of a subset of SLAN was written by 
me as a two-level grammar. Later, the programming language SLAN 
was taken as the basis for the language ELAN [HO79, K087] which 
was developed as a tool for teaching programming at schools and 
universities. 
While two-level van Wijngaarden grammars form a very powerful 
tool for describing programming languages, they have also a serious 
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disadvantage: due to the referencing problem it is in general not 
possible to automatically build a parser (let alone a compiler) from 
the two-level description. 
Fortunately, at the same time and in parallel with the development 
of the van Wijngaarden grammars, two other classes of two-level 
grammars, called affix grammars [KO70] and attribute grammars 
[KN68, GA82, KA82, AL87], were developed. I had the opportunity 
to work with the first versions of the CDL compiler, which translated 
a restricted class of affix grammars, called Compiler Description 
Language (CDL) [K074] into corresponding compilers. The first 
version of this compiler-compiler was also implemented by C.H.A. 
Koster. A major redesign of CDL resulted in the language CDL2 
[DE76] for which a new compiler and a programming environment 
were implemented. Using CDL2, I wrote a compiler for a subset of 
ALG0L68. This compiler was later taken as a starting point for a 
great many hands-on compiler construction courses. 
After having finished my university education at Berlin, I became 
a member of the German research institute Gesellschaft für Ma-
thematik und Datenverarbeitung (GMD) in Sankt Augustin, were 
I worked in the Institut für Software-Technologie. Together with 
other members of our research team, I developed another compiler-
compiler for the language ECDL (Extended Compiler Description 
Language) [H081]. ECDL, like CDL, was conceived as a tool for 
writing compilers. It contained all important concepts of CDL and 
in addition allowed the description of two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammars. The two-level grammars were enriched with special con-
structs, called "conjugations", which solved the problem of auto-
matic implementation by allowing the introduction (by hand) of 
additional information for the compiler. One major aspect in the 
implementation of the ECDL-compiler was the introduction of nu-
merous static semantic checks. I was responsible for this part of 
the implementation. It turned out that some static semantic checks 
were inherently recursive. This forced us to use a different method 
for the evaluation of the static semantics than that used tradition-
ally in affix grammars or attribute grammars. In fact, in most affix 
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and attribute grammars, recursive (or cyclic) affix or attribute de-
pendencies are not allowed because they lead to serious implemen-
tation problems. In many implementations of affix and attribute 
grammars even more restrictions are imposed on the affix flow in 
order to obtain efficient analyzers. 
At the GMD, I also learned a lot about Petri nets. These nets, 
introduced by C.A. Petri [PE62], allow the description of concurrent 
systems in a both formal and comprehensible way. 
In 1982 I left the GMD and came to the Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen (KUN). At the KUN. a compiler for another class of affix 
grammars, called Extended Affix Grammars (EAGs), was designed 
at that time by H. Meijer and J. Leo [ME80, ME86]. Most of the 
restrictions found in other affix or attribute grammar implemen-
tations where removed in this EAG implementation, and therefore 
it was fun using the EAG-compiler even when it still was in an ex-
perimental stage. I used the EAG implementation for several small 
prototype compilers. 
In parallel with the EAG project, the language ELAN, already men-
tioned above, was further developed by another group at the 
Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen and a programming environment 
for this language was built. Polymorphic types and functions were 
added to the language and C.H.A. Koster asked me to write a two-
level grammar for these extensions. 
After some unsuccessful attempts using EAGs, I realized that a de-
scription of these new features, even though not impossible, would 
become overly complex. The reason for this is that although in 
EAGs many sorts of affix dependencies (for example from right-to-
left) are allowed, cyclic affix dependencies, which I found necessary 
for the description of polymorphic constructs, were still forbidden 
in the current implementation of the EAG-compiler. 
Of course, a different formalism for describing those properties 
could have been introduced. Such an ad-hoc solution might have 
helped to solve this isolated problem. Instead of introducing new 
formalisms for this and maybe other recursive language properties, 
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I decided instead to extend the grammatical formalism and its in-
terpretation. 
Except for the problem of describing the polymorphic constructs 
of ELAN, I encountered several other problems where recursive affix 
dependencies are necessary. 
Here is an incomplete list of compiler phases, in which recursive 
static semantic properties have to be determined. 
• Type checking (for languages with recursive types), type con-
versions (coercions) 
• Optimization 
• Code generation (and code optimization) 
• Data flow analysis, control flow analysis 
• Program verification, static semantic checks 
• Determination of grammar properties, grammar transforma-
tions 
1.2 Description and Implementation 
of Programming Languages 
Providing both a concise and comprehensible definition of a pro-
gramming language is not an easy task. To simplify this task, 
metalanguages are needed in which all relevant aspects of the pro-
gramming language can be described. 
Obviously, such metalanguages should be as formal as possible in 
order to allow the detection of inconsistencies and ambiguities in 
the language definition. They should simplify the task of the lan-
guage implementor by providing for the automatic (or at least semi-
automatic) generation of compilers (or parts of them) from the lan-
guage definition. A language definition written in a metalanguage 
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should also be as understandable as possible, since compiler writ­
ers and programmers will have to use the language definition as 
a starting point for the implementation of compilers and for the 
development of programs, respectively. 
Customarily, the definition of a programming language is divided 
into two separate parts, a definition of its syntax and a definition 
of its semantics. We will deal in turn with each part. 
1.2.1 Syntax of Programming Languages 
The syntax of a programming language can be defined by a gram­
matical formalism which describes exactly which sequences of sym­
bols will be accepted as valid programs. In early formal program­
ming language definitions such as that of ALGQL60 [BA76] the syn­
tax was only described by a context-free grammar. All context-
dependencies, for example those that describe that identifiers may 
only be used in programs if corresponding declarations exist, had 
to be described informally. 
In the definition of ALG0L68 [vW75], for the first time all context-
dependencies of a complex programming language were completely 
described in a formal way. The description of context-dependencies 
was made possible by the use of a two-level grammar. 
If we are only interested in excluding certain illegal constructs from 
our programs, we put the emphasis on context-conditions, which 
can be formalized in the syntax by predicates. A predicate is a 
nonterminal that produces the empty string if a certain context-
condition holds. If this is not the case, the predicate will fail to 
produce any valid string. This situation is called a blind alley. 
Predicates therefore can tell us whether a given construct, even if 
it perfectly conforms to the context-free syntax, is illegal or not. Of 
course, predicates have to make use of other properties which can be 
assigned to the constructs of the program. The type of a construct is 
a typical example of such a property. It is needed, for example, for 
the context-condition (called type consistency) that checks whether 
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an assignation is valid, ensuring that the types of both sides of 
the assignation correspond to one another. This context-condition 
allows to exclude, for example, the assignation of a string value to 
an integer variable. 
When building a compiler for a programming language, and not 
just a parser, we need these and possibly many other properties 
not only for the exclusion of illegal constructs, but also for other 
phases of the compiler, for example for the code generation phase, 
which must also know the types of the constructs. 
1.2.2 Semantics of Programming Languages 
For describing the semantics of programming languages, different 
approaches have been explored. 
The semantics of early programming languages were described only 
informally, in more or less carefully formulated prose, because no 
useful formalisms were available at that time. 
A somewhat more formal way to specify the semantics of a program­
ming language is to describe the meaning of its constructs with the 
help of another (formal) language, whose semantics is assumed to 
be well-known or obvious. This auxiliary language can either be a 
low-level language (even a machine language) or another high-level 
language. Providing a sample compiler is also a feasible method 
to describe the semantics provided that the semantics of the target 
language is given. 
The semantics can also be described operationally, by giving a pre­
cise description of how and in which order constructs have to be 
evaluated at run-time, i.e. by describing an interpreter. This sort 
of semantics is called оретаіюпаі semantics. PL/I [LU71] is an 
example of a programming language whose semantics is described 
operationally. For the purpose of describing the semantics of PL/1 
the metalangxiage View a Definition Language (VDL) has been de­
veloped. 
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Nowadays, a frequently used method for describing the semantics 
of programming languages is the denotational semantics (or mathe-
matical semantics) [ST77, SC86]. In this formalism, the meaning of 
a program (and of its constructs) is described by assigziing functions 
to all its constructs. In the simplest case, these functions describe 
a mapping between the input and the output of the program. 
1.2.3 Static Semantics of Programming Lan-
guages 
It is not possible to draw a clear borderline between the syntax 
and the semantics of a programming language. Often, this border-
line is determined by the existence or absence of metalanguages for 
describing those aspects of the language. This explains, for exam-
ple. why the rules for type consistency and many other context-
conditions of ALG0L6O were said to belong to the semantics of the 
language, while all context-conditions of ALG0L68 are said to belong 
to the syntax. 
Not only the language designer is confronted with the problem of 
separating syntax and semantics a language. A similar and related 
problem also has to be tackled by the compiler writer, who has to 
make a decision what the compiler should do at compile-time and 
what must be delayed until run-time. The separation line between 
compile-time and run-time can in fact be drawn in an arbitrary 
fashion. 
In order to put emphasis on those parts of a language definition 
that lie on the border between syntax and semantics, we introduce 
the term static semantics. 
The term static semantics was first used by M. Griffiths [GR73], 
who introduces it as follows: 
Static semantics is that part of the definition which can 
normally be treated at compile-time, that is to say the 
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static relationships between elements of the program. 
These concern mostly the association of uses of identi­
fiers with their corresponding type information, that is 
to say with the classical problems of static scope. 
The relationships will be expressed in terms of the syn­
tax tree produced automatically by the analyzer. In 
some cases the tree will be transformed to a form which 
is more convenient, and then information will be at­
tached to individual nodes of the tree. This information 
will serve later for the expression of dynamic semantics. 
We will use the term "property" of a node for the infor­
mation which is attached to it. 
1.3 Our Aim 
The aim of this work is to define a formalism that will allow us to 
describe and to analyze the static semantics of programming lan­
guages even for properties that are inherently recursive (or cyclic). 
This formalism should be an extension of currently used formalisms 
for describing programming languages and compilers. 
With this formalism it must be possible to automatically generate 
parsers and evaluators for the determination of the static seman­
tics of programs and programming language constructs from the 
language definition alone. 
The formalism introduced in this thesis should be sufficiently pow­
erful, to be used for other purposes than only the definition of 
programming languages. 
The formalism should permit the analysis and construction of in­
complete programs, thereby allowing the incremental analysis of 
programs. 
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1.4 Overview 
In chapter 2 of this thesis, we introduce partially ordered sets 
(posets), lattices, and functions on partially ordered sets and lat­
tices. We describe how posets and lattices can be constructed. The 
least fixed point theorem is presented, which states that a continu­
ous function ƒ from a continuous lattice D to the same continuous 
lattice has a least fixed point, i.e. that there is a (least) solution 
to the equation χ = /(.г). For a continuous function ƒ, a solution 
can even be obtained constructively, i.e. can be approximated by a 
computer program. 
In chapter 3, we introduce graph structures that can be used for 
the description of systems. These graphs serve as skeletons for at-
taching meaning to systems. The nodes (vertices) of a graph are 
interpreted as subparts of a system. The lines (edges) describe in 
which way the subparts are interconnected and in which way they 
may comrmmicate with each other. The meaning of the system is 
described by functions that are inscribed in the nodes. These func-
tions together with the topological structure of the graph generate 
a set of recursive equations. Provided that the functions are con-
tinuous, we are able to solve (or rather to approximate) the least 
solution which we call the static semantics of the system. 
In chapter 4, a first application of the graph structures introduced in 
chapter 3 is presented. When replacing the general graph structures 
by trees or more precisely by decorated parse trees, we obtain a for-
malization of the known affix (attribute) evaluation methods. We 
give a description for affix grammars over a string domain (which 
is similar to EAGs). 
In chapter 5 we introduce a class of two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammars. These grammars are called restricted two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammars (R2VWGà·). The main difference (apart from 
notational differences) to the grammars introduced in chapter 4, 
is that non-fiat lattices are used as domains. These lattices can 
be constructed automatically from the metagrammar. Parsers for 
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all restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars can be imple-
mented automatically. 
In chapter 6 we explain how restricted two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammars can be used for the description and analysis of polymor-
phic constructs. This is one example where we have to rely on the 
important property that recursive affix dependencies are allowed. 
In chapter 7 we show how incomplete systems can be treated with 
the formalism developed in the first chapters. In this context the 
terms ''subsystem", "environment" and "interface" are introduced 
and it is explained how the static semantics of incomplete systems 
can be determined. It is shown how the static semantics of a sub-
system is related to the static semantics of a complete system, into 
which it can be embedded. Applying this to two-level grammars, it 
will allow us to introduce and to formalize incremental affix evalu-
ation. 
Chapter 8 contains some conclusions and gives an outlook to further 
research. 
1.5 Related Work 
Of course, the work presented in this thesis is not the first attempt 
to introduce a formalism for the description and for the analysis of 
static semantics. 
Different classes of two-level grammars have been used for the de-
scription of static semantics before. We distinguish the following 
three large groups of two-level grammars. 
Two-level van Wijngaarden grammars. This is the most ex-
pressive and perhaps the most pure class of two-level gram-
mars. It was used for the definition of ALG0L68 [vW75]. In 
general, automatic generation of compilers or parsers from 
two-level van Wijngaarden grammars is not possible or feasi-
ble. 
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Affix grammars. This class of two-level grammars, whose roots 
can be traced back to the early sixties [MEG2], was introduced 
by CH.A. Koster [KO70]. Under specific well-formedness 
conditions, parsers and affix evaluators can be generated au­
tomatically from the grammatical description. 
Attribute grammars. Attribute grammars were first introduced 
by D.E. Knuth [KX68]. Automatic generation of parsers and 
attribute evaluators is possible, Many subclasses of attribute 
grammars and many different classes of attribute evaluation 
schemes have been investigated. 
Affix grammars and attribute grammars are very similar to each 
other. For both types of grammars an extended variant has been 
introduced by D.A. Watt [\VA74] which tries to bridge the gap 
between two-level van Wijngaarden grammars and affix grammars. 
resp. attribute grammars. 
In order to bo able to determine affix values efficiently, different 
affix or attribute evaluation methods have been introduced in the 
past. Many of these evaluation methods demand that affixes can be 
evaluated in a certain order, for example from left to right (in the 
parse tree), or that all affixes can be determined in a fixed number 
of passes. For most affix evaluation methods the absence of cyclic 
affix dependencies is demanded. L.M. Chirica and D.F. Martin 
[CH77 were the first to introduce an affix evaluation scheme which 
can also handle cyclic affix dependencies. 
Properties which can only be described recursively, have to be 
described by other formalisms. Eispecially for data flow analysis 
and optimization problems, sets of recursive equations are used 
;ΚΙ73. CC)8L BJ78]. 
Denotational semantics [ST77. SC86Î should also be mentioned as 
a source of inspiration. Denotational semantics is not only a the-
oretically interesting tool for describing the semantics of program-
ming languages. Under certain restrictions, compilers and inter-
preters can be generated automatically from language descriptions 
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based upon denotational semantics [MO74, PA84]. Therefore de-
notational semantics also brings us closer to the ultimate goal: the 
automatic generation of compilers from a formal definition of a pro-
gramming language. 
A close relation between affix and attribute grammars and PROLOG 
[K082] exists. As has also been pointed out by H. Aleijer [MESGj, 
one of the major differences between these two formalisms is that 
for affix and attribute grammars flow information has to be speci-
fied. In PROLOG (and in two-level van Wijngaarden grammars) such 
specifications are not needed. In this aspect PROLOG is closer to 
two-level van Wijngaarden grammars. 
Not only programming languages are used for the description of 
systems, very often graphical descriptions are used for this purpose. 
Graphical descriptions have an advantage over linear descriptions. 
they are easier to understand to most human readers. The number 
of different graphical formalisms is immense. The ones I would like 
to mention here, since they hcive had some influence on this work. 
are net theory [PE62] and system semantics ¡BOSS]. 
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Chapter 2 
Posets and Lattices 
Complete lattices and fixed points of monotone functions play ал 
important role throughout this paper. Therefore, it is necessary 
to begin with an overview of this mathematical formalism. The 
reader should consult [GR71]. [ST77] or [BI67] for a more detailed 
introduction to lattice theory. 
2.1 Partially Ordered Sets 
In the following chapters we will deal with the term information 
not in the sense of classical information theory, but in a way that 
is more closely related to the every-day use of this word. 
To give an example, my (possibly incomplete) information about 
the weather today could be "the sun is shining', "'it is cold", "it is 
-30°", "it is -30° and the sun is shining'1, "I don't know" etc. It 
is interesting to note that this sort of information can be ordered 
according to its information content. In our example 'Ί don't know" 
gives us less information about the weather than "it is cold" and 
"it is cold" gives less information than 'lit is —30". However, not 
every possible information is related in this way. For example, "the 
19 
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sun is shining" does not give more information than "it is cold'' and 
vice versa. 
We can formalize this infonnation ordering with a mathematical 
structure, the partially ordered set. 
Definition 2.1-1 
Let D be a set and С a binary relation on D. The 
structure D = (D. C) is called a partially ordered set (or 
a poset), if for every r.y.z E D the following properties 
hold 
,r Ç τ (reflexive) 
^ Q у А у Ο χ =^ χ = у (antisymmetric) 
TQyAyQz^xQz (transitive) 
Depending on our interpretation of D, χ Ç. у can be pronounced 
χ is less than y, J" is weaker than у or χ is less defined than y. 
Terms like less than or equal or noi more than are used frequently 
to emphasize that the relation Ç is reflexive. 
If -r Q У or у С χ, χ and у are said to be comparable. Otherwise 
they are called іпеотп,рагаЫе. 
When it is clear from the context that there is only one relation Ç 
defined on D, we will often simply write D or even D instead of 
A finite poset (D, Ç.) can be represented graphically by drawing 
the elements of D as nodes and connecting all nodes χ and у by 
an arc starting at χ and ending at i/, whenever χ Ç у, χ φ у and 
J* !Ξ ~ E У "^ - = & V ζ = у for any с e D. This graphical 
representation of the relation С is more compact than the graph of 
the relation (representing all (x, y) € Ç by arrows from χ to y). 
We shall usually draw these graphs such that all arcs are directed 
upwards (and then omit the arrows). 
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Example 2.1-1 
\ 
ic 
Definition 2.1-2 
A partially ordered set D is called a chain (or a totally 
ordered set), if all elements of D are comparable. 
Theorem 2.1-1 
Let (D, Q be a poset (chain), D' Ç D and 3 := Ç - 1 . 
Then both {D\ Ç) and {D, Ώ) are posets (chains). 
<£>, 3) is called the dual of (£>, Ç). 
Definition 2.1-3 
Let (D. Ç) be a poset and X С D. 
χ ζ D is called an upper bound, (upb) of X, ií y Q τ for 
all y eX. 
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χ £ D is called a lower bound (Iwb) of X, if χ Ç. y for 
all y € X. 
χ ζ D is called an upper element (upr) of X, if y С ж 
for some у € X. 
a- € I? is called a /cm'er element {Iwr) of X» if χ П. у for 
some у Ε X. 
χ £ D is called an middle element (mdl) of X, if χ is 
both an upper element and a lower element of X. 
£ € X is called a maximum (max) of X, if for all y € X 
with χ С у, we have χ — y. 
χ Ç. X is called a minimum (min) of X, if for all у € X 
with у С .с, we have x = y. 
χ E D is called a íeasí upper bound (lub) or supremum 
(sup) of X, if for any upper bound у of X, we have 
a; Cy. 
χ e D is called a greatest lower bound (gib) or infimum 
(inf) of X, if for any lower bound у of X, we have y Ç χ. 
On the basis of the above definitions, we define the fol­
lowing functions on V(D) := {X | X Ç D}, the power-
set of D. 
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upb:V(D)-+V{D) 
upb(X) := {x | χ G D Λ Vy € X: y E x} 
fo/6:7>(D)->7>(jD) 
iu;b(X) := {x | x G D A Vy G X: x Ç y} 
upr:V{D) ->P(D) 
upr(X) := {x | x G .D Л 3y G X: y Ç χ} 
Zw:P(D)-»7>(D) 
Ь г ( Х ) := {χ I x G D Л 3y G X: x Ç y} 
m d i : P ( D ) ^ P ( Z ) ) 
mdl(X) := upr(X) П b r ( X ) 
max: •?(£>) -» ^(ZJ) 
max(X) := {x | x G Χ Λ Vy G X: x Ç y =>• χ = y} 
min:V(D) -*?(D) 
min(X) := {x | x G Χ Λ Vy G X: y Ç x => x = y} 
lub:P(D)-*P(D) 
lub(X) := {x | x G upb(X) Λ Vy G upb(X): x Ç y} 
y/ò(X) := {x | x G lwb(X) Λ Vy G Ы>(Х): y Ç x} 
Theorem 2.1-2 
For any X Ç £), lub(X) and glb(X) contain either one 
element or are empty. 
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Proof 2.1-1 
We show this for lub(X). The proof for glb(X) is the 
dual of the proof given. 
Suppose, .г, y € lub(X). Then, by the defini-
tion of lub. χ € upb{X) A Vu G upb{X):i Q и 
and у € vpb{X} Л Vi' € upb(X):y Q v. It immedi-
ately follows, that τ L у Л у С .г and therefore χ — у 
because Ç is antisymmetric. This means that lub(X) 
contains at most one element. 
The set lub{X) may also be empty. Let D = {D.idu} 
be a two-element poset (D — {a.b} with the identity 
relation tdn as partial order {which implies о and b are 
incomparable). The set upb(D) is empty, as there is no 
element that is greater than both a and b. Therefore 
lvb(D) is also empty. 
2.2 Functions on Partially Ordered 
Sets 
In this section we define classes of functions on partially ordered 
sets. 
Definition 2.2-1 
Let Dl and I?2 be posets with their ordering rela­
tions Li and Co respectively, and ƒ a function, with 
ƒ is called monotone (or isotone), if for any x,y (E Di, 
we have χ Q у => f (χ) Ç2 f (y). 
ƒ is called ал isomorphism, if ƒ is bijective and for any 
x.y e £>!, we have χ E, у <£> /(χ) Ε 2 /(у). 
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ƒ is called antitone, if r Q y =^ /(χ) I ] 2 ƒ({/) and 
/(•r) E2 f{y) =» л- 3 i У- for any x.y 6 Di. 
A bijective antitone function ƒ is called a dual isomor-
phism. 
The function ƒ is called an embedding (of Di into D2), 
if ƒ:£>} —> f(Di) is an isomorphism (with /(-Di) : = 
Definition 2.2-2 
Two posets D.i and Д2 a r e called isomorph, written as 
Dy = D 2 . if an isomorphism ƒ : Di —» D2 between the 
two posets exists. 
Theorem 2.2-1 
Let ƒ : Di —• D'¿ and g: D¿ —+ D3 be monotone functions 
(antitone functions, isomorphisms). 
Then, the function g о ƒ (the composition of the func-
tions ƒ and g), with go f: Di —> D3 is again a monotone 
function (antitone function, isomorphism). 
2.3 Construction of Posets 
We now explain how to build posets from simpler structures. We 
will introduce two simple methods {flat and power) to build posets 
from sets and three methods {cardinal sum, cardival product and 
cardinal power) to construct posets from other posets. A number 
of other interesting" methods are not treated in this paper. 
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Definition 2.3-1 
Let X be a set, and V(X) be the powerset of X. 
The identity relation idx on X is a (trivial) partial order 
relation. The subset relation Ç on T(X) is a partial 
order relation. 
We call the structure {Χ, ιάχ) the flat poset (or discrete 
poset) of X, written as flat(X). All different elements 
of flat(X) are incomparable. 
We call the structure (V{X), Ç.) the powerset poset of 
X, written as power{X). 
Example 2.3-1 
A graphical representation of flat(X), for the set X = 
{a, b, c} looks like 
.{«} ЛЬ} .{с} 
A graphical representation of power{X) for the same set 
X looks like 
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Definition 2.3-2 
Let Dl := ( Д , Ç,) for 1 < ι < η, η € N be posets. 
By the cardmal sum (or simply sum) of the posets Dt 
we mean the poset { Χ ^ Α , Ε Σ } with Σ A the disjoint 
union of the sets A and 
•r Ε Σ У ·<$ J Ει У V . . V ж Çn y 
for χ,y e Σ Α . 
By the cardinal product (or simply product) of the 
posets .D, 
¡-1 
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we mean {И A»En} with Ц A the set product of the 
sets D, and 
(х
ъ
...х
п
) Q
u
 (y
u
....y
n
):& 
xiZiyii\..-A T
n
 Q„ Уп 
for (jri . Г „ ) , ( У Ь - - - У П ) e Π Α · 
By the cardinal power of the posets D^ and D2 
[D, -> D2] 
we mean ([A —» A ] « E >) w i t h [Οχ —> Da] the set of 
all monotone functions from D\ to D^ and 
for / , 5 e [A - A]· 
The cardinal sum £ A , the cardinal product 11 Q, and the cardinal 
power [ A "*• A ] 0f posets are again posetb. 
Theorem 2.3-1 
Let A< A a n d A be posets. Then the following posets 
are isomorph: 
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=Di + D2 *s D2 + Di 
ui + (D2 + D3) = (Дг + P_2) + £3 
Д і x Д2 - £ 2 x Pi 
P i x ( ß 2 x Гз) = (Ді x P2) χ J ^ 
£>i x (fia + fia) = Di x fia + P i x ¡h 
(fii + fia) x fis = fii x fis + fi2 x fis 
[(fix + fia) -» fi^] S [fi, - fi,] x [fia - Ρ,] 
[fix - (fi, x fia)] = [fii - fii] x [fii - fis] 
[fii - [fia - fis]] = [(fii x fia) - fis] 
2.4 Lattices 
Some posets have the unpleasant property, that not all their subsets 
have a (least) upper bound or (greatest) lower bound. A simple 
example of such a poset is flat(X), provided that X has at least 
two elements. 
Lattices are therefore defined to be posets with the property, that 
each finite subset has a least upper bound and a greatest lower 
bound. 
As the least upper bound (greatest lower bound) is unique, if it 
exists, we are able to introduce two operators Π and U, that deter­
mine the unique least upper bounds and greatest lower bounds of 
finite subsets and in particular of pairs of lattice elements. 
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Definition 2.4-1 
A lattice is a poset (D, C), where all finite, non-empty 
subsets of D have a greatest lower bound and a least 
upper bound. 
For X Ç D, X finite and non-empty, we define 
UX := χ (x E lub(X)) 
ПХ := χ (xe glb(X)) 
For j , y e D, we define 
χ U у := U {χ, у} 
хПу:=П { χ, у) 
The operator U is called join, the operator Π is called 
meet. 
For a lattice D = {£),Ç) we will sometimes also write 
D = (D, Ç, U. Π) in order to emphasize that it is a lattice. 
There are lattices with infinite subsets for which least upper bounds 
or greatest lower bounds do not exist. An example of such a 
lattice is the set of rational numbers Q together with the natu­
ral order relation <. All finite subsets of Q have a least upper 
bound and a greatest lower bound, whereas some infinite subsets 
like {((r? + 1) /n)" | η € N} do not. Lattices where all subsets have 
a least upper bound and greatest lower bound are called complete 
lattices. 
Definition 2.4-2 
A complete lathee is a poset, where all subsets of D have 
a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. 
All complete lattices have a unique least element J., 
called bottom, and a unique greatest element, T, called 
top. These elements are defined as follows 
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J. := HD 
Τ := UD 
For a complete lattice D = (D, Ç, U, Π) we will sometimes also write 
D = (£) ,Ç,U,n,±,T) in order to emphasize that it is a complete 
lattice. 
Theorem 2.4-1 
All finite lattices are complete lattices. 
All lattices that contain only finite chains are complete 
lattices. 
The powerset V{X) of any set X is a complete lattice. 
The product Π І2г and the cardinal power [¿^ —» D2] 
are complete lattices, provided all Dt (1 < г < η, 
η € Ν) are complete lattices. 
The sum Σ Д
г
 of complete lattices Dt (1 < г < η. η ψ 1, 
r? G Ν) is not a (complete) lattice. 
2.5 Construction of Complete Lattices 
We have already explained how to construct posets. Now, we will 
explain how to build complete lattices from posets. 
All constructions presented here are based on closure operations 
that can be derived from the partial order relation alone. 
Two of the following constructions will be generalizations 
of the construction of the complete lattice of real numbers 
RU { -oo, +00} from the poset of rational numbers Q by Dedekind 
cuts. The generalization to arbitrary posets was proposed by 
H. MacNeille [MN37]. The resulting complete lattice is the smallest 
lattice into which the poset can be embedded. This means, that for 
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an arbitrary complete lattice into wrhich the poset can be embed-
ded, follows, that the MacXeille lattice can also be embedded into 
the same lattice. 
Definition 2.5-1 
Let X be a. set, and cl:V(X) -+ T(X) be a function. 
The function cl is called a closure or a closure operation, 
if for all X', X" Ç X the following properties hold. 
X' С c/(X') (extensive) 
cliX1) = c/(d(X')) (idempotent) 
X' С X" => cl(X') Ç cl{XH) (monotone) 
A set X' Ç T(X) is called closed under the closure cl 
when X' -- cl{X'). 
Theorem 2.5-1 
The structure 
Xe1 = (xci. Çw.Uc'.nci,±c'. rci' 
with 
Xcl = {X'\ X' С Χ Λ X' closed under ci} 
and with (for X'. X" e Xd) 
X' Qcl X" :<* X' С X" 
X' Ucl X" := d(X ' U X") 
Χ' r\d X" :=-. cl{X' Π Χ") - Χ' Π Χ" 
±d := c/(0) 
Т
ы
 := с/(Х) - Χ 
is a complete lattice. 
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Theorem 2.5-2 
Let D = (D.Ç) beaposet. 
Then, the functions 
upbolwb:V(D) ~» V(D) 
Iwb о upb:V{D) -*V(D) 
upr:V(D) -» V(D) 
lwr:V{D) ^V{D) 
mdhViD)-> V(D) 
are all closure operations. 
The function Iwb o upb is called the (Dedekind-MacNeille) cut op­
erator. The function upb о Iwb is called the dual cut operator. 
Theorem 2.5-3 
The sets Dupboiwb. D1^4^, DU1>T\ Dlwr, Dmdl of all sub­
sets of D closed under the corresponding closure opera­
tions (that is under upb о Iwb, Iwb o upb, Iwr, upr, resp. 
mdl) each form a complete lattice. 
The cut operator Iwb o upb restricted to the singletons 
of ViD) is a function that embeds the elements of the 
posets D into the complete lattice χ?1«*-·*». 
ßiwboupb ·
δ
 ^
е s m a
i i
e s
{ complete lattice (up to isomor­
phism) into which D can be embedded. 
Definition 2.5-2 
We call the complete lattice Dlwbo'ipb induced by the 
poset D the completion of D, written as compl(D). 
Apart from the construction of complete lattices with closures we 
also need a method to induce a lattice structure on sets. This will 
be done with a bijective function. 
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Definition 2.5-3 
Let Ρ = (D, Ε, υ,Π, 1, T) be a complete lattice, D' a 
set, and f.D~>D'& bijective function. 
We may define for any x, y € D' 
xC'y.&f Hx)Qr\y) 
r U ' y : = / ( / Ч*)иГЧ )) 
xn'y:=f(f 'НПГНУ)) 
^ • . = / ( - L ) 
T f : = / ( T ) 
Then D' = {£>', Г', U', П', _L\ T') is the complete lattice 
induced by ƒ. 
2.6 Reflexive Lattices 
Sometimes it will be necessary to define lattices recursively. If we 
start with finite sets, finite posets and finite lattices, this will be the 
only way to define infinite lattices with the constructions presented 
above. A recursive definition of a lattice D has the form D — F(JD) , 
where F is a lattice constructor. Of course we will also allow the 
simultaneous definition of a finite set of lattices Dt (1 < г < η) by 
equations D^ = Fl(D.i,... ,Dn). 
An example of such a recursive definition of a lattice is 
D := compl{flat{{a}) + DxD) 
We call such lattices reflexive lattices. 
There may be many different lattices that all conform to one recur­
sive definition. Therefore, we use the inverse limit construction to 
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construct exactly one lattice, namely the "smallest" one. conform-
ing to the recursive definition. 
We will only give a very rough sketch of the inverse limit construc-
tion for recursively defined lattices here, and refer to [SA73, SC71] 
for a more detailed description. 
In the inverse limit construction an infinite sequence of lattices 
D0,22i> • · • is built. The lattices in this sequence are built in such a 
way that each lattice D,, can be embedded into its successor Di+1 
by an embedding (f>t·. Dt —> Dt^i and the elements of Dl+1 can be 
projected into its predecessor Dl by a function t!\: Dt+l —• £>,. It is 
necessary to use embeddings (and projections) in order to obtain a 
"growing" sequence of lattices. 
The pair of functions (<i>,,^ >,), called a retraction pair, can be de-
rived from the constructor F used in the recursive definition, pro-
vided F is built only from the lattice constructors (and poset con-
structors) defined above. 
Since we want to construct the smallest lattice conforming to the 
recursive definition, we define the lattice D0 as the lattice that 
contains only one element T0 = _L0 (each lattice contains at least 
one element). 
The limit in this sequence, the lattice JD(X! is the smallest lat-
tice (up to isomorphism) that conforms to the recursive definition 
D^ = FUI»). 
In order to be able to do computations with infinite lattices (more 
precisely with the elements of such lattices), we also demand that 
they are conhnous. i.e. countably based [SC71, ST77]. 
2.7 Functions on Lattices 
We first define a class of functions on lattices, called continuous 
functions. 
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Definition 2.7-1 
Let 22 be a complete lattice and X Ç D. X is called 
directed, if for all finite X' Ç X there is an upper bound 
of X' in X. 
Let 22i and D^ be lattices. A function ƒ, with 
f-.Di -> Da is called сопйпиоия, if /flJ-X") = U f(X) 
for all directed sets X Ç Di. 
We introduce a few simple functions, that we need in later chapters. 
Definition 2.7-2 
Let Οχ , D
n
 be complete lattices. Let 
/ η 
£)
Σ
 := compi I ^2 Ω* 
\ t = l 
Rn := Π δ* 
the complete lattices built from the lattices D^ and let 
В = compi(flat({true,false})) be the boolean lattice. 
Then we can define the following functions: 
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tuple: Di χ . . . x Dñ —> Dn 
ЫрІе(х
А
,...,х
п
) : = ( a r b . . . ,a; n ) 
pro}ι'· P-η -»• А 
Рто;'
г
((х 1,...,ж 1....,хп)) : = χ , 
¿s,: £)
Σ
 -> В 
' true if χ 6 £), 
. / \ _ I fa^8 6 if -r € Dj ( j 7^  г) 
гзііх):- < ^ i f V y e P ^ x Ç y 
, Τ if Vy e Dj: y Ε ar 
If it is obvious from the context, we will generally omit the explicit 
application of the iwp/e-function. 
The projection projl is sometimes written as proj(..i). 
In some cases we will also omit the explicit application of the injec­
tion injt. This can not always be done, since we also allow lattices 
like compl(D + D). In this case, for χ e D, inj^x) and mi2(j·) 
denote different elements. The function inj, will also sometimes be 
written as гту(.,г). 
The function ÍS, checks if an element belongs to the sublattice spec-
ified by the index i. Again, we will sometimes write is(.,i) instead 
of iSi. 
Theorem 2.7-1 
The functions tuple, proj^ inji and ist are continuous 
functions. 
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2.8 Fixed Points 
Definition 2.8-1 
Let D be a set, and f:D —• D a function on D. An 
element χ € D with the property χ — f (χ) is called a 
fixed point of ƒ. 
When there is only limited knowledge of the structure of the set D 
and the properties of the function ƒ, not much can be said about 
the fixed points of ƒ, whether there are any and how they can be 
determined in an economic fashion (i.e. without calculating f(x) 
for all x). 
Fortunately, when D is a complete lattice and ƒ is a monotone 
function, we have the following fixed point theorem [TA55]. 
Theorem 2.8-1 
Let D be a complete lattice, and f:D—* D an monotone 
function on D. 
Then, the set fix(f) := {χ | .r = f(x)} of all fixed points 
of ƒ is a complete lattice 
fix(f)· Eƒ.*(ƒ)' u/ii(/b П/г^/), -Lyb(/), Tfi^f) 
The partial order Qf¡x{f) and the operators U/^/) and 
^fix(f) are the partial order Ç and the operators U and 
Π restricted to fix{f). 
The least element of fix(f), -Lfix(f), is called the least 
fixed point of ƒ. The greatest element, T^f), is called 
the greatest fixed point of ƒ. 
If ƒ is also a continuous function, the least fixed point 
of ƒ (and dually the greatest fixed point of ƒ) can be 
determined (or approximated) by 
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00 
In all subsequent chapters we will deal with sets of recursive equa­
tions of the form 
xl = J\\Xl)X2, · · • ι Xn) 
X2 = / 2 ( ^ 1 , J 2 , · · • , « „ ) 
3"n Ιη\·Εΐι •^2i · · · ι ^n) 
These sets of equations can also be written as fixed point equations 
X = F{X) 
when X and F are defined as the cross products of £і,х2,...,х
п 
and /i, / 2 . . . . , ƒ„, respectively. 
The fixed point theorem can be used for solving these equations. 
provided F is a continuous function on a continuous lattice D. For 
large sets of equations it is not feasible to determine the solution 
manually. 
The simple program fragment 
approximated fixed point 
:= bottom; 
new approximated fixed point 
:= f (approximated fixed point); 
WHILE approximated fixed point 
<> new approximated fixed point 
DO 
approximated fixed point 
:= new approximated fixed point; 
new approximated fixed point 
:= f (approximated fixed point) 
OD; 
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(written in an imperative language) shows one possible starting 
point to automate the process of approximating the least fixed point 
of F. 
Chapter 3 
Description of Systems by 
Graphs 
In the next chapters we will use some kind of graphs for the de-
scription of the structure of systems. The vertices (or nodes) of the 
graphs will be used for the representation of subparts of the system 
and the edges (or lines) for the description of communication paths 
between the subparts. 
Graphs in different forms are used in many areas of computer 
science. Some well-known examples for the application of graphs 
in computer science are flow charts. Petri nets, parse trees, binary 
trees, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), graphical representations of 
data struct ares and data flow graphs. 
There are two important reasons for using graphs (or graphical 
descriptions). The first reason is that graphs are easier to com-
prehend than equivalent linear symbolic descriptions. This is one 
of the major reasons for the popidarity of many graphical descrip-
tions as tools for communicating descriptions between humans. The 
second reason is, that graphs can be formalized as a mathematical 
structure. This allows to make descriptions that are not only com-
prehensible but precise as well. 
41 
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For a precise description of a system, we have to lay our emphasis 
on the formal aspects of graphical descriptions. Therefore, we in­
troduce in this chapter a graph formalism and a method to assign 
a meaning to graphs, provided that the meaning of the vertices 
(subparts) and of the edges (communication paths) is known. 
This formalism will allow us to determine properties of systems in 
a systematic way. 
ЗЛ Graphs and Systems 
Formally, a graph consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges and 
a relation of incidence, which describes for each edge which (one or 
two) vertices are its ends (or end points) [TU84]. An edge is called 
a loop if it has one end, it is called a link if it has two (different) 
ends. Graphs without loops and without multiple links (i.e. which 
do not. contain different links with the same pair of ends) are called 
strict graphs. We are dealing only with finite graphs which are in 
general non-strict. 
3.1.1 Graph Schemes 
The graphs that we will use possess some additional structure. 
They are built from different sorts of vertices and edges and the 
edges starting at a vertex are ordered. 
As mentioned before, a vertex stands for a subpart of the system. 
An edge represents a communication path between two subparts. 
Not all subparts and not all communication paths of a system need 
to have different properties. We therefore allow multiple occur­
rences of vertices and edges with the same properties. In order 
to discriminate vertices and edges with different properties, ver­
tex types and edge types are assigned to all vertices and all edges, 
respectively. 
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We start with two sets of vertex types and edge types ( VT and 
ET) and some functions on these sets describing the properties of 
vertices and edges with these types. 
Let 
VT:={vti,vt2,...} 
be the (finite) set of vertex types and 
ET:={etitet2,...} 
be the (finite) set of edge types. 
Each vertex in a graph has a specific vertex type and is connected 
to other vertices via edges. The mimber of outgoing edges and the 
types of these edges is completely determined by the type of the 
vertex. This can be described by two functions edge-number and 
vertex еадеЛуре. 
The function 
edge number: VT —• N 
is a function that gives the number of outgoing edges for all vertices 
of a given vertex type and 
vertex edge-type: VT ч N —> ET U { undefined } 
is a function that gives the edge type of the edge starting at a given 
position of a vertex of a specific vertex type. If there is no outgoing 
edge at this position, i.e. if the position is less than 1 or greater 
than the total number of edges for this vertex, the special value 
undefined is returned. 
These functions describe how graphs can be built from vertices and 
edges of specific types, and on the other side determine which graph 
constructions are illegal. They define a sort of syntax or scheme for 
building graphs. 
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We therefore call the structure GS_ 
GS = {VT, ET, edge number, vertex-edge Луре) 
a graph scheme or system scheme. 
Different graph structures may adhere to the same graph scheme. 
3.1.2 Graph Structures 
A concrete graph is composed of a finite set of vertices V and a 
finite set of edges E. 
V := {і>і,г>2,...} 
E := {ex,е^,...} 
Each vertex ν £ V has a specific vertex type and each edge e G E 
has a specific edge type, This can be described by two functions 
vertcxAype and edgejtype. 
The function 
vertex -type: V —• VT 
assigns a vertex type to each vertex and the function 
edge-type: E —> ET 
assigns an edge type to each edge. 
The number of edges connected to a specific vertex and the types 
of these edges are completely determined by the type of the ver­
tex. Therefore, we will define the functions edge-number and 
vertex .edge-type for vertices, too. Even though we use the same 
names as above, confusion will not arise because it is always clear 
from the context which function is used. 
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edge.number: V —> N 
edge-number (v) := edge-number (vertex Jype(v)) 
vertex .edge-type: V χ N —> ET U {unde/ìned} 
vertex-edge-type(v, i) := vertex-edge-type(vertex-type(v),i) 
Finally, to give a complete description of a graph, we have to specify 
the interconnections between all vertices and edges of the graph. 
We specify these interconnections by the two functions edge and 
vertex. Since we need graphs with directed vertices (i.e. vertices 
with ordered outgoing edges) and directed edges (i.e. edges where 
an order is imposed on the end vertices), we have to introduce 
the terms position of a vertex and side of an edge, describing the 
(ordered) connection points of vertices, resp. edges. 
For a vertex ν £ V and a position i € Ν, edge{v,i) gives the edge 
e ξ. E that is connected to the vertex ν at position i together with 
the side of the edge denoted by the number j G N. As edges are 
supposed to have two end points, j will either be 1, meaning the 
"left-hand side" of the edge or 2, meaning the "right-hand side" 
of the edge e. If an edge at position i does not exist, edge gives 
undefined. 
edge: F x N — > £ x N U {undefined} 
For an edge e e E and a position j G Ν, vertex(e,j) gives the 
vertex ¡' G V that is connected to the edge e at side j (1 for left-
hand side, 2 for right-hand side) together with the position of the 
vertex denoted by the number i € N of the vertex t'. 
vertex: E x N - + F x N U {undefined} 
In order to exclude illegal graphs, we demand that the following 
properties must hold: 
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1. Each edge is connected to at least two (not necessarily differ­
ent) vertices. 
V{e,j) G E xN: 
1 < І < 2 =» 
vertex (e, j) G F χ N 
2. Each edge is connected to at most two vertices. 
V(P,J) 6 Я x Ν: 
j < l V 2 < j = > 
vertex(e.j) = undefined 
3. If an edge is connected to a vertex, then the vertex is also 
connected to the edge. 
V ( e , j ) € £ x N : 
vertex(e,j) φ undefined =>· 
edge(i)eri€T(e,j)) = (e.j) 
4. Each vertex r is connected to at least edge^number(v) edges. 
ν(ι · , ϊ)Ρ V xN: 
1 < г < edgejnumber(v) => 
edge(i\i) e Ε χ Ν 
5. Each vertex ν is connected to at most edge number(v) edges. 
(і\г) € V x N : 
ι < 1 V edge.number(с) < г =Φ· 
edgt'(r,i) = undefined 
G. If a vertex is connected to an edge« then the edge is also 
connected to the vertex. 
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( г , і )€ У x Ν: 
edge(v,i) φ undefined => 
vertex(edge(v ,ί)) = {ν, i) 
7. The edges connected to a vertex have the correct type. 
V(r,i) € Κ κ Ν: 
cdge(v.i) φ undefined => 
edge Jype {proj{edge{v,t),l)} 
— vertex ^edge-type(v.i) 
For a given graph scheme GS_ 
GS_ '•— { VT, ET, edge-number, vertex-edge-type) 
many graphs (? with vertices F, edges E, vertex types, edge types 
and topology as defined above may exist. 
We call a concrete graph G_ built upon a graph scheme (system 
scheme) GS. 
G := {GS, V,E, vertex type, edge type, vertex, edge) 
a graph structure or system structure of GS. 
The set of all graph structures of a graph scheme GS can be called 
the language of that graph scheme. 
It can easily be shown that the graph structures defined here are 
also graphs (even directed graphs) in the sense of graph theory. This 
can be done by defining a relation enei. 
end С V χ E 
V(t',e) e V χ E: 
ν end e: <£> 3(?, j) 6 Ν χ Ν: (ν,ι) = vertex{e,j) 
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The structure composed from the vertices V and the edges E, to-
gether with the relation end 
{V, E. end) 
is a graph in the sense of graph theory. 
In order to allow the representation of the directedness of both the 
vertices and the edges we introduce a standard graphical represen-
tation of graph structures. Each vertex is drawn as a box, inscribed 
by its vertex type. The outgoing edges are numbered counter-clock-
wise. starting with position 1 which can be recognized by a special 
mark or else by the fact that it is the top-most position. Each edge 
is drawn as an arrow, starting at its left-hand vertex and ending 
at its right-hand vertex ("left-hand" and "right-hand" as defined 
above). In many cases we will use undirected lines. 
2 
U f 
• 
- v i ' v 
5 
3.2 Functions on Graphs 
In this section we introduce functions on graph structures. This 
will allow us to describe (among others) how to build a complex 
graph structure from simpler ones. Since we use graph structures 
for the description of systems, this will allow us to describe how to 
build systems from smaller systems. 
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Let 
GS γ := (VTΊ, ETΙ. edge „numberj. vertex -edge -type-j) 
GS 2 := { Т^, ET-i. edge „number
 2, vertex „edge -type2) 
be graph schemes, and let 
G_i := (<?Si, Fi , ^ і . vertex..typely edge .type ^  vertex ι f edge-j) 
G.2 :— (GS2^ Vi, EÌ, vertex type^, cdgeAype2, vertex2, edge?) 
be graph structures of the corresponding graph schemes. 
We call a function ƒ, with ƒ : Fi U Ε ι —> Fa U E2, a graph structure 
morphism, written as f:G_i —* G^, if 
1. Vertices axe mapped to vertices. 
/ ( F O C F 2 
2. Edges are mapped to edges. 
/ ( # i ) Ç E2 
3. Neighbouring vertices and neighbouring edges in the graph 
structure (7i remain neighbours in G2 when mapped by ƒ. 
(ί-Ίίΐ'ι) : ~ vertei le ! , j i) y^  undefined =» 
Э(»2,Л) e Ν χ Ν: 
(/(l'i), ia)) = «eríeM/íeO, ja) 
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{ei,ji) '•— edgciivi, ii) φ undefined =ϊ 
3(i2,j2)eNxN: 
(f(ei),J2)) = €dge2(f {1^,12) 
In this definition we do not demand that two vertices (or edges) of 
the same type are mapped to vertices (or edges) of the same type. 
Of course, further restrictions may be imposed on graph structure 
morphisms, which would give us the opportunity to introduce spe-
cial classes of graph structure morphisms. 
In general, we will deal only with mjective graph structure mor-
phisms. Therefore, we define that from here on the term "graph 
structure morphism'' means "injective graph structure morphism". 
It is possible to define a partial order relation on the set of graphs 
(more precisely on equivalence classes of graphs) by saying that a 
graph (TJ is smaller than a graph G2, ^ a n (injective) graph struc-
ture morphism from G2 to GA exists. The set of graph structures 
with at least one edge contains a smallest graph structure (up to 
isomorphism), consisting of one edge and one vertex (a loop). 
3.3 Semantic Structure 
The graph structures defined above can not only be used for the 
description of the structure of systems, but also to describe their 
meaning. In this section we describe how a meaning can be at-
tached to the vertices and edges of a graph structure and how the 
meaning of the whole graph structure can be described in terms of 
the meaning of its components. 
The meaning of a vertex will be specified by a function. The mean-
ing of an edge will be specified by a domain. The function asso-
ciated to a vertex describes how the information produced by its 
environment is received, evaluated and sent back to its environ-
ment. The domain associated to an edge describes what sort of 
information can be transmitted along this edge. 
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The structure of the graph together with the functions and domains 
assigned to the vertices and edges will be used to construct a set of 
recursive equations describing the relations between all components 
of the graph. 
The set of equations will consist of one equation for each edge. 
This equation reflects both the type of the edge and its context, 
represented by the two neighbouring vertices. 
We will demand that a solution for the whole system of equations 
exists and that a (possibly non-terminating) algorithm can be given 
which approximates this solution. We will interpret this solution 
as the meaning of the graph and call it the static semantics of the 
graph structure. 
For this purpose we need a set of domains ED called edge domains 
for the edges and a set of functions VF called vertex functions for 
the vertices. 
ED := {edi,erf2....} 
The edge domain of an edge is only dependent on the type of the 
edge. This domain describes what kind of information can be dis-
tributed along the edge. 
The same function is assigned to all vertices of the same vertex 
type. This function describes how the information received via the 
surrounding edges has to be evaluated and returned back again 
along the edges. 
The functions edge -domain and vertex, function describe which do-
mains and functions are assigned to edges and vertices of a certain 
type. 
edge ^ domain: ET —> ED 
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vertex Junction: VT —> VF 
We call the structure SS_ 
SS = (GS, VF, ED, vertex-function, edge^domain) 
a semantic structure of the graph scheme GS, resp. of a graph 
structure G_ of graph scheme GS. 
Different semantic structures may be defined for the same graph 
scheme. In this paper, if not explicitly stated otherwise, we will 
assume that only one semantic structure is defined for each graph 
scheme. 
On the basis of the semantic structure we can define a function 
vertex domain that determines the domains of all neighbouring 
edge types for a given vertex type (and more importantly describes 
the domains of all neighbouring edges for each vertex in a graph). 
vertex -domain: VT —• ED* 
vertex domain(vt) 
:= edge-domain{vertex-edge Луре( і, 1)) 
x edge-domam(vertex„edge-.type(vt, 2)) 
χ edge-domam{vertex-edge-type(vt, edge number(vt))) 
The functions edge-domain, vertex-function and vertex-domain are 
defined for edge types and vertex types. All vertices and all edges 
in a graph have a unique vertex type, resp. edge type. Therefore, 
we can define the corresponding functions for edges and vertices, 
too. 
edge domain: E —> ED 
edge-domain(e) := edge-domam(edge-type(e)) 
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vertex .function: V —» VF 
vertex-function(v) := vertex junction(vertex type(v)) 
vertex ..domain: V —> ED* 
vertex-domain(v) := vertex-domain(vertexAype(v)) 
The function assigned to a given vertex ν has to be a function from 
the vertex domain of this vertex г to itself. 
vertex function(vt): 
vertex ^domain (vt) —> vertex .domain(vt) 
vertex Junction(v): 
vertex-áo'main(v) —» vertex-άοτη.αίη(ν) 
After having assigned functions and domains to all vertices and to 
all edges of a graph structure, we are now able to describe how to 
construct a system of recursive equations for this graph structure. 
We will define one equation for each edge e in the graph. The equa­
tion for edge e describes a value x
e
 G edge^domain(e). This value 
depends on the context of the edge and this context is represented 
by the two neighbouring vertices (and the functions assigned to the 
vertices). 
The following picture shows the edge e together with its environ­
ment. 
^ f 
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The vertex functions of the left and of the right vertex of the 
edge e both contribute to x
e
. The vertex functions of the left 
and of the right vertex of edge e can be obtained by the functions 
lefl vertex ^function and right vertex function. 
left-vertex function: E —> VF 
left .vertex function := vertex -function{left л>еНех(е)) 
right vertex function: E —> FF 
right-Vtrtex function .= vertex function(right vertex(e)) 
with 
left vertex: E —> V 
left vertcx(e) := proj(vertex(e, 1), 1) 
right -vertex: E —> V 
right-vertex(e) :— proj(vertex(e,2), 1) 
left position. E —+ N 
left position(e) := proj(vertex(eA)*2) 
right position: E —* N 
right position(e) :— proj(vertex(e,2),2) 
The vertex functions of the neighbouring vertices of edge e deter­
mine values for all edges connected to the corresponding vertices. 
We are only interested in the values for edge e. Therefore we have 
to forget the remaining values by projecting the functions to the 
correct connection points of the edges, left position(e) is the con­
nection point of the left vertex and i^ghtjposition(e) is the connec­
tion point of the right vertex. The functions that contribute to the 
value x
e
 for edge e can be obtained by the function left.function 
and right-function. 
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left ^ function {e) 
:— proj(left^vertex Junction(e). left-position(e)) 
right -function(e) 
:= proj(right.vertex junction(e), right-position(e)) 
Using these two functions left function(e) and right function(e). we 
are able to describe two (in general different) values for the edge 
e, one for each side. For this piirpose the functions left.,function(e) 
and right.functton(e) have to be applied to the values of all edges 
connected to the left, resp. to the right vertex. 
left Junction right. Junction 
vertex type 1 
= > < ^ 
e 
vertex type 2 
The values of all edges of the left vertex are represented by the 
variables 
left vertex variables(e) 
•— I ^jiTojiedgeileft t'eriej;(e),l),l)i 
•Γ'pro}(edge(left vertex{e},2),l)* 
·£pro}(edge(left. vertex(e),edge.numberileft-vertex{e))),l.) ) 
The values of all edges of the right vertex are represented by the 
variables 
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right .vertex juariables ( e ) 
'·— { ^'pToj(edge(nght,vertex{e),l).l)^ 
Xp'rvj{edge(nght-verti!T.(e),2),l)· 
•Epro](edge(nght ^verte-r,(e),edge-.number(nght-.vertex(e))),l) ) 
Since two values can be determined for each edge e, one coming 
from the left vertex and one coming from the right vertex, we have 
to combine these two values by a function f/edse_«fomam(e) (we assume 
that for each ed G ED a ñinction Ue¿ is given). This function Ue(¡ 
has to combine the two values in such a way that the resulting value 
somehow contains at least the information carried by both values. 
The function Ue<i may therefore be called unification. 
I- edge. domain(e)'· 
edge^domain(e) χ edge-domain{e) —• edge-domain(e) 
Using this function Ue(¡ge_dommnie) for combining (unifying) both 
values of edge e, we finally can define an equation for each edge e 
of our graph as follows 
•^e U edge-domain(e) 
( left Junction(e) (left--vertex-variables(e)), 
right funetion(e) (right-vertex .variables(e)) ) 
With each equation (for edge e,·) we also automatically obtain a 
function /e>, with 
fei : edgeAomain{ei) χ edge-domain(e2)x 
. . . χ edge-domain(e\E\) 
edge domain(ei) χ edge.Яотаіп(е2)х 
. . . x edge-domain(e^) 
such that 
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x
et /еД-Геіі ^ejj · · · ?-^ει^ ι / 
Note, that the function f
ei is defined as a function on the domains 
of all edges e, G E (1 < г' < \E\). 
3.4 The Meaning of Graph Structures 
The set of equations obtained from the structure of a graph describe 
its meaning. We have one equation for each edge pj e E. The 
equations have the following form. 
Xei = : : /eil a 'ei > ^'езі · • · • "^ ецг, ) 
X
e2 Je2\Xei, .Cgj. · · · ) Je ¡¡ ι 
This set of equations can also be written as 
X = F{X) 
with 
D — edge dornain(ei) χ . . . χ edge domain(e щ) 
F:D -^ D 
г
 : = : ;
 \ Tex ι · · ч Je щ) 
Л \Хеі « · · • · ^-^¡Е, ' 
Any X satisfying the equation X — F{X) is a fixed point of F. 
In order be able to solve this equation, we demand that D is a 
continuous lattice and F is a continuous function. In this case it 
is giiaranteed that a solution exists and that one solution can be 
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approximated algorithmically. The least solution is called the least 
fixed point of F. 
D can only be a continuous lattice, if all edge domains from which D 
is composed are also continuous lattices. F can only be continuous, 
if all functions used for the definition of F are continuous, too. 
When we use continuous lattices for all edge domains ed ξ. ED, it is 
natural to use the corresponding join operators U
eii for defining the 
unification functions Ue¿, since for all edges of edge domain ed, Uei 
was used for combining the values coming from the left-hand side 
and from the right-hand side of that edge to a new value containing 
more information. 
Since the join operators Ue¿ are always commutative, it can be 
shown that the direction of the edges are irrelevant for the meaning 
of the graph (reversing any edge in a graph structure results in the 
same set of equations and therefore yields the same fixed point). 
In the last chapter we pointed out that the least fixed point of F 
can be approximated by 
Lfiï(F) := Д F'(-L) = F 0 ( l ) U Fl{L) U .. . 
i-O 
where ± is the least element of D. 
We call the least fixed point ±ƒ,,(/,') of F the static semantics of 
the graph structure. 
For each graph structure G of a given graph scheme GS with proper 
semantic structure SS a corresponding function F (which has a 
unique least fixed point) can be derived. 
Therefore the term static semantics will be used for the semantic 
structure SS of a graph scheme as well. 
In the following two chapters two applications of the formalism in-
troduced in this chapter will be shown. It will be demonstrated 
how graph schemes and semantic structures can be constructed 
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systematically from grammatical descriptions (for example, of pro-
gramming languages) written in two different classes of two-level 
grammars. 
The graph scheme of such a grammatical description will be con-
structed from its underlying context-free grammar. Each program 
of the language described by this context-free grammar can be rep-
resented by a graph structure (i.e. the parse tree of the program) 
which belongs to the language of this graph scheme. 
The construction of the semantic structure will be more complicated 
and will be different for both classes of two-level grammars. It 
consists of the construction of edge domains and vertex functions. 
After the construction of both the graph scheme and the seman-
tic structiire for a two-level grammar, the static semantics of any 
program can be defined as the static semantics of its corresponding 
graph structure. 
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Chapter 4 
Extended Affix Grammars 
In the previous chapter we have shown how static semantics of 
graph structures can be defined. This chapter contains a first ap-
plication of this formalism. We will confine ourselves to a special 
class of graph structures, namely to tree structures, and more pre-
cisely to parse trees as generated by a parser according to a given 
grammar for specific sentences from the language described by this 
grammar. 
We will show how an extended affix grammar [KO70, WA74, KÜ78, 
ME86] describes a graph scheme that can generate all parse trees 
as graph structures. The graph scheme can be obtained from the 
underlying context-free grammar (see below) of the extended affix 
grammar. Additionally, a semantic structure can be imposed on the 
parse trees, thereby allowing the description of the static semantics 
of the parse tree (and of the corresponding sentence). This semantic 
structure can be derived from the affix descriptions. 
As described in the previous chapter, the structure of the parse tree 
together with its semantic structure generates a system of recursive 
equations. These equations describe all affix values of the given 
parse tree. The evaluation of the affix values can be done by solving 
this equation set. i.e. by determining its least fixed point. 
Gl 
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In contrast to the usual treatment of (extended) affix grammars, 
we will not impose any restrictions on how affixes may depend on 
one another. Circular and bi-directional affix dependencies are per­
mitted In [CH77, BJ78] similar approaches for attribute grammars 
[KN68] have been proposed. In contrast to these approaches, where 
the affix flow information is still needed and therefore has to be sup­
plied by the designer of the grammar, we do not make use of flow 
information. 
Even though we use extended affix grammars in this chapter for 
the description and analysis of static semantics of programming 
languages, we emphasize that this chapter could have been writ­
ten in a similar way for affix grammars (as introduced by C.H.A. 
Koster, [KO70]), attribute grammars or extended attribute gram­
mars [WA83]. All these classes of grammars are closely related to 
one another. 
4.1 Description of Extended Affix 
Grammars 
Extended affix grammars form one of several classes of two-level 
grammars. They can be used to describe the syntax and the statte 
stmantics of programming languages 
Formally, an extended affix grammar (EAG) is a structure 
G = (NA, Γ 4, P 4 . VA. Ν. Γ, A'. F, S) 
where 
Λ'ι is a (finite) set of affix nonttrmuials. 
Γ4 is a set of ajf^ x terminais от affix constants. 
PA is a finite set of affix production ruhs with 
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PACNAx(NAuTAy 
VA is a (finite) set of affix variables. Each affix variable has 
a type describing its value domain. The type of each affix 
variable is specified by an affix nonterminal which describes 
a context-free language. 
JV is a finite non-empty set of nonterminals. 
Τ is a finite non-empty set of terminals. 
К is the control set of G consisting of 4-tuples 
K
x
 = (χ,ν*,Τι,α
χ
) 
for each nonterminal χ G Лг. Here, ν
χ
 is the number of affix 
positions of χ, τ
χ
 is an ivtuple over the set {¿, δ} describing 
the type of the affix positions of x. The type ι specifies an 
inherited affix position and δ a derived affi.x position. The 
types are used for the specification of the affix flow, which 
can either be downwards (inherited) or upwards (derived) in 
the parse tree, a^ is an tvtuple over NA, describing the 
domains of the affix positions of ,r. 
Ρ is a finite set of hyperrules. A hyperrule is a pair (X, Y) 
with X e Η and Y e (Τ U Я)*, where Я is a finite set of 
hypernotions. A hypernotion has the form (Л, Л1( ft2,.... hVh) 
with h G iV, ft,· e (VA U TA)* (1 < Ï < ^ , щ the number of 
affix positions of the nonterminal h). ft is called the head of 
the hypernotion. ft, is called the г-th affix expression of the 
hypernotion. 
5 is a hypernotion (5 Ç H). called the start element of the 
extended affix grammar. 
The sets ЛГ.4, Тд, VA. X and Τ are mutually disjoint. 
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The triple {І 4, Тд, Рд) is called the metagrammar of the affix gram­
mar G. The metagrammar is a context-free grammar (without a 
start symbol). 
In this chapter we will deal with a restricted class of EAGs, namely 
those where the metagrammar is reduced to a simple form of finite-
state grammar 
{{A},TA,{(A,e)}U{{A,aA)\aeTA}) 
This restricted metagrammar has only one affix nonterminal A and 
is completely determined by its set of affix terminals. We will use 
the set of strings over a given alphabet as the set of affix terminals. 
In a specific affix grammar only a finite subset of this infinite set 
will be used, which makes the set of affix terminals finite for each 
specific affix grammar. With these restrictions the metagrammar 
is completely determined and need not be specified explicitly. 
These restrictions are introduced to simplify the affix evaluation 
scheme which will be introduced later. They do not limit the ex­
pressive power of this class of grammars. Another class of two-level 
grammars with more expressive metagrammars will be introduced 
in the next chapter. 
The language C(A) generated by A is the set of all string over Тд 
(C(A) = Тд*). 
Each affix expression о G {VA и ТД)* is written as a sequence of 
affix variables and affix constants separated by plus characters ( + ), 
for example "ref erence"+"to"+mode (with "reference" and " t o " 
affix constants and mode an affix variable). 
An affix expression occurring in an inherited position (т
г
 = 1) will 
bo prefixed by a greater character (>. called flow symbol). If it is 
occurring in a dtnved position {т
х
 = b) it is postfixed by a flow 
svmbol. Some people [WA83] prefer to use up-arrows ([). resp. 
down-arrows ( j) for the description of the affix flow. 
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A hypernotion (h. hi. Λ2. · · ·, hVh ) is written as the head h followed 
by a bracketed sequence of affix expressions (together with the cor­
responding flow specification). The affix expressions are separated 
by commas (,). 
A hyperrnle ( X Y) consists of a hypernotion Λ", called its left-hand 
side and a sequence of terminals and hypernotions Y. called its 
right-hand side. It is written as the left-hand side, followed by a 
colon (:), followed by the sequence of the terminals and hyper­
notions of the right-hand side which are separated by commas (,). 
Each hyperrnle is terminated by a point (. ). 
In the following example of a hyperrule 
natura l (dv + "+" + nv>, length + "1">, >suffix): 
d ig i t (dv>> >length + suff ix), 
natura l (nv>, length>, >suffix). 
we use the affix variables dv, nv, length and suffix. Together 
with the affix constants, denoted by the strings "+" and " 1 " , affix 
expressions dv+"+"+nv, Ι β ^ ^ + ' Ί " . suffix etc. are built. The 
first affix position of the nonterminal n a t u r a l is derived, its last 
affix position is inherited. 
4.2 Parse Trees and Graph Structures 
An EAG also describes a context-free grammar, called its head gram­
mar or its underlying grammar, which easily can be obtained by 
replacing all hypernotions in the EAG by their corresponding heads. 
For example, the above hyperrnle gives the following context-free 
rule: 
n a t u r a l : 
d i g i t , 
n a t u r a l . 
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This underlying context-free grammar describes a superlanguage of 
the language described by the EAG. This grammar can be used for 
the context-free parsing of sentences. 
Each parse describes a parse tree which has to be decorated with 
affix values yielding a decorated parse tree {attributed parse tree). 
The determination of the affix values in a given parse tree is called 
affix evaluation. In this chapter we will not discuss the context-free 
parsing, nor will we impose well-formedness restrictions upon the 
underlying context-free grammar. We assume that a (complete or 
partial) parse tree can be obtained by some magic process (which 
may depend on possible restrictions imposed on the context-free 
grammar). For a detailed discussion we refer to [AU72, ME86]. 
A parse tree, like any other graph, is built from vertices (nodes) 
and edges (arcs). The vertices of the parse tree correspond to the 
hyperrules Ρ of the EAG. Additionally, we need a special vertex, 
called the start гіегіех. representing the start symbol S (S G H). 
There are two different sorts of edges. The first sort corresponds to 
the nonierminah N. The second sort of edges corresponds to affix 
variables occurring in hyperrules (or m the start symbol). There­
fore, we define the set of vertex types VT and the set of edge types 
ET as 
VTi^PUS 
ET := N U Ρ U 5 
The number of edges connected to a vertex in the parse tree gener­
ated for a hyperrule тг (or more precisely the underlying context-free 
rule) 
(я-) «ι : «2 an­
ís determined by the number of nonterminals occurring in π. Two 
extra edge positions are necessary for the affix variables of the hy­
perrule. Therefore we have 
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edge.number (π) — η + 2 
The neighbouring edges of a vertex of vertex type тг have the fol­
lowing edge types 
vertex-edge-type(n, 1) = a! 
vertex.edge іуре(к<2) = аг 
vertex -edge Луре{п, η) 
vertex -edge Луре{п, π + 1) 
vertex edge Jype(π, η + 2) 
« η 
π 
π 
The first edge connects the vertex to its father. The last two edge 
positions are connected by an edge (forming a loop). This edge is 
used for describing the affix variables that occur in the hyperrule. 
The other edges connect all subtrees to the vertex. 
The start symbol needs special treatment. The vertex representing 
the start symbol S is connected to the remaining parse tree via 
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one edge. S may be an arbitrary hypernotion that contains one 
nonterminal α and may also contain affix expressions (including 
affix variables). Therefore, an extra edge has to be added for the 
affix variables. This edge forms a loop and is connected to the last 
two edge positions of this vertex. The type of the edges is 
vertex-edge-іуре(ж, 1) = α 
vertex-edge J,ype(n, 2) = 5 
vertex-edge Ауре(ж, 3) = S 
a 
a : . 
Until now, we only used the underlying context-free grammar to 
define the graph scheme. For the definition of the semantic struc­
ture (consisting of edge domains and vertex functions) we have to 
use also the affix structure as specified in the affix grammar. 
4.3 Domains 
Each nonterminal α G N of an affix grammar has a fixed number 
of affix positions (affix-number(a) = u
a
). Each hyperrule π € Ρ 
contains a fixed number of affix variables (variable-number (π)). Af­
fix variables and affixes belong to a certain domain, called its affix 
domain. 
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For some classes of affix grammars, the domains of affixes and affix 
variables can be specified by the grammar writer and may all be 
different. For the class of affix grammars treated in this chapter, 
we have already made the assumption that all affix constants, all 
affix variables and all affix expressions belong to the domain 
—string 
This domain is a flat lattice, that contains all strings including 
the empty string ("") plus the two elements l-stTmg and T i i n n s , 
representing the undefined, resp. the overspecified string. This 
lattice is sketched in the following picture. 
Τ sinng 
II 11 l l - l l и VII a" "b' "z" "aa" "ab" 
>.N 
-L, trtng 
For all types of edges, i.e. for all nonterminals α € iV, for all 
hyperrules π € Ρ and for the start symbol 5, we define 
edge^domam{a) = I2
s
i„„<, 
edgeAomam{-K) - ¡¿stnng 
edge-domatn{S) = Dtin 
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where affix .number(a) is the number of affix positions of the nonter­
minal α and variable ..number (π) (variable-number (S)) is the num­
ber of different affix variables occurring in the hyperrule π (in the 
start symbol S). In other words, all edge domains are constructed 
from products of the flat domain D$tnng. 
We also have to define the four primitive binary functions (oper­
ators) U, +, «—> and t—> on the continuous lattice D3tnng. These 
functions are needed for the definition of the vertex functions that 
have to be constructed for all hyperrules of the affix grammar. 
'-'• ¿J ¡trtng •* "strmg 
τ " i*string ^ Ustnng 
*-"**· Dgtnng x D
s
tnng 
*· Ustring * Ustnng 
D 
D 
D 
D 
string 
strtng 
string 
string 
with 
X 
X" 
-L 
_L 
s 
$ 
s 
Τ 
Τ 
Τ 
У 
J_ 
t 
τ 
-L 
t 
Τ 
1 
t 
τ 
' ïUy 
± 
t 
Τ 
s 
* 
Τ 
τ 
τ 
τ 
х + У 
1 
± 
τ 
χ 
τ 
τ 
τ 
τ 
χ y , χ 
1 
1 
τ 
-L 
τ 
τ 
τ 
_L 
± 
Τ 
1 
τ 
τ 
τ 
τ 
Τ : = Τ string « 
s,teD stnng ' 
J- · " -i-stnng 
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ff ifs = t 
Ι Τ otherwise 
s i 
(и iî s — t + и 
\ Τ if t not. prefix of s 
(и if s = it + t 
[Τ if t no postfix of s 
Obviously, χ U y is the consistent substitution and χ + y is the 
concatenation of the two strings χ and y. χ *-> y and χ <-^ y 
describe the "subtraction" of the string y from the string χ from 
the left or resp. from the right side. 
It easily can be shown, that, the functions +, *-^ and <—> are contin­
uous functions. 
4.4 Vertex Functions 
After having defined the edge domains and a few primitive func­
tions, we now show how the vertex functions that can be assigned 
to the vertices of the parse tree can be constructed. These ver­
tex functions will be used for the determination of the affix values. 
They can be derived from the hyperrules of the affix grammar. 
The functions are defined without taking into account the types of 
the affix positions describing the affix flow. In contrast to some 
other classes of affix grammars, there are absolutely no restrictions 
on the affix flow. This means that even cyclic affix dependencies are 
permitted and that it is also allowed to have bi-direcfwnal affix flow. 
All occurrences of the same affix variable in one hyperrule represent 
one same value in D
st„ng. This corresponds to the principle of 
consistent substitution. 
** 
*** 
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The way we construct vertex ñmctions from the hyperrules of a 
grammar is by no means the only conceivable construction. Even 
for the restricted class of EAGs used in this chapter, we can construct 
vertex functions in a totally different manner. Constructing the 
functions differently would assign a different meaning to the parse 
trees and therefore would introduce a different class of EAGs. 
We show how a vertex function can be constructed for a given 
hyperrule π 
4 l ( í * l , l i · · · 'Q l . q f l î * 7iU7n6er(a1)) : 
« 2 ( ^ 2 , 1 , • • • •.U'2,ajgfij;_num6er{a2))« 
. . . , 
O r t l ^ n . l i • · · 1 Otn,affix-number(an) / · 
with nonterminals a, G N and affix expressions a,.j. We assume 
that ρ different affix variables occur in π. 
The function has the signature 
vertex-function(ir): vertex-.domain(w) —» vertex^domain(n) 
with 
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vertex. domain (π) 
:= edge-domam(ai) 
χ edgeAoma%n{a2) 
χ edge-domain(a
n
) 
χ edge-domain(n) 
χ edge-domain{n) 
p.a.ffix numÒFr(ai) 
•L'string 
r^affix -,питЬет(а2) 
U string 
X
 ^string 
т-ч vonafcie _num6er( TT ) 
X
 ^string 
X
 ^string 
In order to construct the function vertex function^) we first con­
struct separate functions for all affix expressions and for all affix 
variables occurring in the hyperrule тт. 
An affix expression α,^ is composed from affix constants (string 
constants) and affix variables, separated by plus characters. The 
value of an affix expression can be determined (ubing the operator 
+ ) if the values of the affix variables occurring inside of the expres­
sion are known. The function f
ai is obtained immediately from 
the affix expression (by replacing + by the operator +). 
/ Q i j : vertex doniain(w) -+ Dsirmg 
The construction of the function fXk, that describes how the value of 
an affix variable Xf. has to be determined, is a little bit more difficult. 
The affix variable Xk may appear in different affix expressions and 
may even occur more than once in a single affix expression. We 
assume that each occurrence of this affix variable contributes (in the 
same way) to the final value of this affix variable. The contribution 
of one occurrence of affix variable Xf. in an affix expression α 
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α = αϊ + as + . . . + a, + Xfc + a l+2 + . . . + an 
(with arbitrary affix variables and affix constants Οχ, аг etc.), can 
be described by the expression 
[a *-> (θ! + аг + .. · + о,)] «^ (aÎT2 + ... + an) 
This means that if the value of the affix expression α is known, then 
we can obtain an approximation of the value of the affix variable .r* 
by taking away the left and the right part of this affix expression. 
The left part of the affix expression is described by the expression 
oi + . . . -f а
г
 and the right part is described by the expression a,+2 + 
. . . 4- a
n
. 
Taking the least upper bound (U) of all the separate values con­
tributed by all the occurrences of the affix variable x^, finally de­
termines the value of х^· 
fXL: vertex^domain{n) -•> Dstnng 
All the functions f
a
 for all affix expressions а ^ and all the func­
tions fIh for all affix variables xj. of the hyperrule тт. together form 
the function vertex-fundi οη(π). This function is continuous, be­
cause it is composed exclusively from continuous functions. 
4.5 Affix Evaluation 
With the functions and domains that can be defined for an arbitrary 
(restricted) EAG, we can assign a meaning (or static semantics) to 
parse trees for this EAG. As described in chapter 3. the result is a set 
of recursive ecpiations, in this case equations for all affixes and affix 
variables in the parse tree. The determination of the least fixed 
point of this equation set calculates affix values for all affixes. This 
process is called affix evaluation. 
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Since each finite parse tree is decorated only with a finite number of 
affixes, and since affix values are elements of the flat string domain 
D_
siTing, it can easily be shown that the process of determining the 
affix values terminates (even for cyclic affix dependencies), 
The resulting affix values may be ±-
siTmg, describing a situation 
where a "valid" affix value cannot be determined because there is 
not enough information available in the parse tree. This situation 
may occur for example when cyclic affix dependencies are present. 
The following EAGs (for all these grammars only one parse tree can 
be derived) give some examples for such situations. 
Cyclic affix dependencies 
s: 
a (x>, >x). 
a (x>, >x): 
Undefined affix variable 
s: 
a (x>). 
a (x>): 
The affix evaluation may also determine the value Τ
stnng for an affix 
or for an affix variable. This situation occurs when the principle 
of consistent substitution is violated (if we demand that all affixes 
must represent "real" strings (i.e. any value of D
string except -L s i r m 9 
and T<tr¡.ng)). Therefore, even though Т
с / Г г„3 is a valid element of 
D.,tnn<i< t h ^ result shows an erroneous situation. A possible reaction 
to this result could be to reject the whole parse tree (or some part of 
it). The following EAG (generating one parse tree) gives an example 
for such a situation. 
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Inconsistent substitution 
s: 
a (x>), b (x>). 
a ("yes">): 
b ("no '^) : 
It is often desirable to consider only such EAGs in which all affix 
evaluations will determine only "reaT strings. We will not demand 
that all EAGs have this property, because we are also interested 
in incremental affix evaluation schemes where A-atnng is a perfectly 
useful affix value. 
4.6 An Example 
It is time to give an example how for a simple EAG (similar to the 
one used in [KN68] and in [ME86]) and for a specific parse tree affix 
values can be determined. 
4.6.1 An EAG for Numbers 
The following EAG (with start symbol number (value>)) describes 
the translation of binary rational numbers (for example, written 
as 10.01) into semantically equivalent representations by sums of 
powers of two. The powers of two are written in a unary represen-
tation, i.e. as 11" (1111) or 11" (11-11111) which should be read 
as 24 and as 22~5 = 2 - 3 , respectively. The affix variable value that 
occurs in the start symbol is supposed to contain the translated 
rational number as a string value. 
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For example, the binary rational number 10.0І should be trans­
lated into l l~( l )+0+0+l l~(- l i ) (which is 21 4- -I'2). 
The grammar does not contain cyclic affix dependencies. It shows 
that the affixes can also flow from right to left (in natura l (5) the 
affix variable length is used textually before it is defined). 
The numbers to the left of the grammar rules will be used for refer­
encing purposes. Terminal symbols are end of sentence and the 
quoted strings " . " , " 1 " and "0". 
(1) number 
(value>): 
rational(value>), 
end of sentence. 
(2) rational 
(value>): 
natural 
(value>,length>)"">). 
(3) rational 
(wvalue + "+" + fvalue>): 
natural 
(wvalue>, wlength^ >""), 
II II 
natural 
(fvalue>, flength>, >"-" + flength). 
(4) natural(dvalue>, >,,1", >suff ix) : 
digit(dvalue>, >"" + suffix). 
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(5) natural 
(dvalue + "+" + nvalue>, 
length + "l"^ >suffix): 
digit 
(dvalue>, >length + suffix), 
natural 
(nvalue>, length>, >suffix). 
(6) digit 
(и^-н
 +
 ..(.. + exponent + ")">, >exponent): 
(7) digit 
("0">, >exponent): 
"0". 
4.6.2 The Vertex Functions 
We can now construct the vertex functions for the grammar defined 
above. For each production rule г a separate function ƒ, has to be 
constructed. 
Terminals have no affixes and can therefore be omitted in the func­
tion definitions. 
The following conventions are used in the definitions. The function 
variables are called «2, ΙΊ or tw. «i represents the tuple of affixes 
of the head of the grammar rule, t/o. «з etc. represent the tuples 
of affix expressions of the remaining hypernotions. ej is the tuple 
of all affix variables, i^ is needed for syntactical reasons (in order 
to obtain a graph structure) and is always defined as a tuple of 
undefined strings {+"trmg). 
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The Vertex Function for Number (1) 
«i e D]irmq 
h 
S- v2 € Dginng 
ft2 € - D ^ n n 9 
f · D1 
J 1 · А ' string 
V ПІ ν Л 1 ν П 1 
A
 ^stnng A - ^ s i r în j * ^string 
^ sfnng x D.Hnna x Dstnna X -D... s i nn j string 
Μαχ. a2. vi. ν*) 
( (projiiri))· 
( P « y j ( i ' i ) ) , 
(proj j fa i jüpro;^^)) . 
\ \ - L í f r í r )p / 
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The Vertex Function for Rational (2) 
al e D»trmg 
/ " - v2 € D string 
h J , eD stnng 
«2 e Dästnng 
h'·-Ustring X Utfrmg * ^string X ^stnng 
—* D 1 χ Π 3 ν D 2 y D 2 
•^sinnâ ^ stnng -^ strmg ^ ^ stnng 
/ {ртоІі(''і))' 
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The Vertex Function for Rational (3) 
al £ Ustring 
JC 
h 
v-¿ ξ. lJ
stnng 
J г, €Z) sirmij 
a2 G D* «з € £>3 i inn^ string 
h-D\ χ D 3 χ D 3 χ D 4 χ D 4 
string strmg string ' string strmg 
-4 D 1 χ D 3 χ ns χ Π 4 χ Л 4 
^string л ^string л ^string л '-'string A ^string 
/ з ( о і , а 2 ) а з , і , і , і ' 2 ) 
/ (proJiK) + "+" + proj^i-!)), 
(^оі 1(с 1),ргоіз(і ' 1) 1""), 
(рго/ і (а і ) ^ ( " + " + i ' ^ 2 ( i » 1 ) ) U p r o j 1 ( f l 2 ) . 
p7-oj1(a1) +-- (pTOJiii'i) + " + " ) U p r o j ^ a s ) . 
Í>rcy'2(fl2), 
p ro j 2 (o3)LJpro j 3 (a 3 ) ^ " - " ) 
\ (-^-stringi -¿-/tring·' -^strmg,< -^-string) 
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The Vertex Function for Natural (4) 
a l e Dstrmg 
II 1*2 ς JJ¿fang 
и 
У Γι eD string 
02 eD2 
stnng 
J4'· Ustring x ^string X ^ttnng X ^stnng 
—> Π3 ν П2 ν П2 у Π2 
J
-^siring ^stnng л -L^stnng л ^string 
/ {proj1{vi)t,,V\proj2{ri)), \ 
{proJiia^Uproj^), 
proj
s
(ai)lJproj2(a2) ^ " " ) , 
VU string* -^-string J / 
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The Vertex Function for Natural (5) 
a l £ ^string 
II 
1
'2 £ & stnnS 
•s η 6 Ό 4 
$1пщ 
Й2 € D ^ α 3 e Ό s inn J 
f · D 3 
J5· J-^strtng 
v D 2 χ Π 3 y D 4 x D 4 
A
 ^string л ^string ^ ^string л ^string 
Π
3
 ν Γ)2 χ Π 3 ν η 4 χ π 4 
^ Hrtng ^ ^slnng Λ ^ i f ring ^ ^string Λ ^string 
( (pTOJltl'l) + " + " •+-JJTYy2(l»,), 
ртоЛз(<'г) + " l 'Vproj^í- i)) , 
F 'oi i(oi) ^ (proj^i ' i ) + "+ , ,) U vrojx(a3). 
proj2{av) •-* " 1 " Uproj2(a2) ^ proj4(t'1) U proj2( 
projAai) U proj2(o2) ^ 1>гог'з(і'і) U рго7з(«з)) 
\ (-'- stnng· -J-strmg* -*-iirmgi -^-stnng) 
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The Vertex Function for Digit (6) 
a! eD2 
string 
/- 1'2 € D3tring 
/e J •Ι e ci sínn^ 
./o: D"üiring x DatTing χ Dstnng 
—> D 2 χ Π 1 y Z)1 
siring ^ string string 
/eíni . i ' i . i 'a) 
/ ( " И " " f Ч " + p r o j 1 ( i ' i ) + " ) " , proixín)) , \ 
((projiífli) «-^  ( " l l - ' 1 + »(")) «-* " ) " 
LJj3roj2(rti)), 
\ \-¿-string) I 
The Vertex Function for Digit (7) 
α 1 G ^»irmff 
JC i'2 e Ώ\ 
h J i-i € D 
string 
1 
íírínp 
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Л' U'string X ^strmg X ^st 
stnng ^string string 
stnng 
/ ("О-^иу^Ух)) . 
The Vertex Function for the Start Symbol 
Finally, we also have to define the function ƒ, for the start symbol. 
z: »2 e D] string 
f, J „ €2? string 
al e Dstnng 
f · D1 x D1 x D 1 
' string ^ siring sinnji 
—> Π 1 x D 1 x D 1 
stnng -^string •*•' stnng 
f,{ai^Í. Vi) 
1
 ( p r o j ^ i ' i ) ) , 
:= (pro;! («ι)), 
4.6.3 The Parse Tree 
For the binary number 10.01 we obtain the following parse tree. 
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xi 
4.6.4 The Affix Evaluation 
As described in chapter 3 we obtain a recursive set of equations for 
all affix values and for all affix variables occurring in the complete 
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parse tree. 
We will write down these equations only for a part of the parse tree, 
namely for the parse tree that was generated for the fractional part 
of the binary number 10.01 (i.e. for the n a t u r a l 01 that occurs 
behind the decimal point). In order to be able to determine the 
values for this subtree, we will assume that all values can be deter­
mined locally, i.e. by assuming that the values determined for the 
remaining edges are tuples of -Lstnng- This simplifies the equations 
for .Γ5 and X7, which describe the affix variables of r a t i o n a l (as far 
as needed for this determination) and the affix values for the edge 
that connects the subtree to r a t i o n a l . 
The description and the determination of the remaining affix values 
can be done analogtiously. 
UprOJb(J3){-Lstrmg. -Lstrtng, -TT' -Lstrtng, -LHrlng) 
= {-^strtng^PrO3l{X7),J-strlng,prOJ.2{£1)iJpr0J^X7) <-- , , - , , ) 
'-Ч-'-stringi -'-stringi -^-stringi -*-$lring) 
x-j := proj
s
{j3}(l-
stnnq, - І - А М П 9 , 0*7. -і-Нггпд, -L, i n n 9 J 
Uproj !(/δ)(χ7' -ε is, ¿IS' Jg« *ο) 
= (proj2{x5),proj4(xb). " - " + p r o m i s ) ) 
UiprOJ^Xg) + " + " + prOJ2(r9), 
proj3{xq) + "l",proj4(r9)) 
Xq ;= prO]4(fb)(x7, Xi2, Xl3, ¿'О' -гэ) 
І-Ірго; 5 (/ 5 )(^г, J-12, X13, ^9i *<>) 
= {proj^xr) --» ("+" + projiixv)) U proj^xn), 
prOJyiXr) +-> {prOJ^Xg) + " + ") U prOJ^Xu), 
РГ032Ы <-+ " 1 " U р г о / з ^ м ) ^ proJiM u proj2{xn), 
proj3(x7) U proj^xn) «^ proj3{T9) U projs(xn)) 
'-'{-^-stnnq ' -l-stnngi -*-stringi -'-string) 
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X
n
 := proj2{f5)(X7,Xi2-Xn,X9rX9) 
Uprojiifr^xii.xi^xia) 
= (рГОЗі(Хд),рГОЗ [х
д
) + proJiiXg)) 
U^O'^proj^Xu)) 
Хіз •= proj${f5)(x7.Xi2<xn,x^xs) 
^proJiifilixufXm xn* xn) 
= (рго32{х9),Р^3(х9),рго2^Хд)) 
U{proj1{xu),"V\proJ2(xn)) 
Xia '- proj3{f7)(xi2,X\ti.Xi6) 
иргаі 4(/ 7)(хі2,хіб,ж 1б) 
= (projateia)) 
-'- stnng ) 
xl7 := i?roj3(/4)(x13 !j-19,j'i7,x1 T) 
Uî>ro;4(/4)(xi3,Xi9, Xn-xn) 
= (projì{x13)\Jpr0J1{x19),prO]3(x13)UproJ2{Xl9) <^> "") 
stnng ι -*-siring } 
xig := рго;'2(/4)(.'г1з, χ χ ο , χ ι τ , χ ^ ) 
Upr0j1(/6)(X19,X21,-Ï,2l) 
-- (JJTOJ^JCIT), "" + proj2(x17)) 
U ( " l l - " + " ( " +рто; 1 (а; 2 1 ) + " ) " , proj^xai)) 
X21 : = рГ<у'2(/в)(Лі9,Л21,Л2і) 
l-lpîOJ/3(/e)(x19,X21,J,2l) 
= ((proj^Jxe) ^ ( " l r " + , · ( " ) ) - > " ) " и р г 0 і 2 { х і )) 
Li 
U X 
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A least fixed point can be determined for this set of recursive equa­
tions. This solution gives us the values of all affixes and of all 
variables of the chosen subtree. We obtain the following result. 
£5 = (J-sims' " 0 + 1 1 ( - 1 1 ) " , " 1 1 " , J-strmg) 
x7 - ("O+irC-lOV'l lV-ll") 
τ9 = ("ονη^-ΐΌνιν-ιΐ") 
J: 1 2 = ( "O", " ! - ! ! " ) 
x1 3 - ( " l l - ( - l l ) ' , , , , l , , , " - l l " ) 
j i e = ( " 1 - 1 1 " ) 
,r17 = (" i r(- l l ) " , "- l l " ) 
i-i9 = (" l l- i- lDV-l l ") 
J"2l = ( " - 1 1 " ) 
If the calculation is done for the complete parse tree, we obtain for 
the affix variable value of the start symbol number (value>) the 
expected value м ІІ~(1)+0+0+1Г(-11)". 
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Chapter 5 
Two-Level van 
Wijngaarden Grammars 
In this chapter another class of two-level grammars will be intro-
duced that can be used both for the description and for the ana-
lysis of the context-conditions (static semantics) of programming 
languages. 
These two-level grammars actually form a subclass of two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammars (2oWG). In contrast to general two-level 
van Wijngaarden grammars, it is possible to decide for any gram-
mar of this subclass and for any sequence of terminal symbols, 
whether or not this sequence is a valid sentence of the language 
described by the grammar. This means that it is possible to au-
tomatically generate parsers for this class of two-level grammars. 
These grammars will be called restricted two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammars (R2VWGs). 
The restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars can also be 
seen as an extension of the (extended) affix grammars that have 
been described in the previous chapter. 
There are some important differences between affix grammars (resp. 
attribute grammars) and van Wijngaarden grammars. 
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• The first difference is that hypernotions in affix grammars, 
unlike those in two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, have a 
fixed affix structure. This fixed affix structure is emphasized 
syntactically by the brackets and commas occurring in hyper-
notions. In two-level van Wijngaarden grammars there is no 
clear distinction between an underlying context-free grammar 
and the affixes (or attributes) carrying the context-related 
information, like for example the type (mode) of constructs 
or the information necessary for identifying declared objects 
(nest). 
For the restricted two-level vav Wijngaarden grammars intro-
duced in this chapter, it is possible to transform the gram-
mar rules into an affix-grammar-like notation, by splitting 
all hypernotions into a head and a sequence of affix expres-
sions. For example, the hypernotion "REF to MODE NEST 
assignation" occurring in a restricted two-level van Wijn-
gaarden grammar, may be transformed into a correspond-
ing affix-grammar-like hypernotion "assignation (REF to 
MODE, NEST)". By virtue of restrictions that we will impose 
on the metagrammar, even an automatic transformation be-
tween both notations is possible. 
• The second difference is related to the flow (inherited and 
derived affix flow) which has to be specified for affix grammars 
(attribute grammars) but not in two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammars. 
While it is possible to automatically convert an (extended) 
affix grammar into an equivalent two-level van Wijngaarden 
grammar (by forgetting the flow symbols and by the above-
mentioned syntactic transformations), it is in general not pos-
sible to add flow specifications automatically to two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammars in order to obtain corresponding affix 
grammars. 
The absence of these specifications fornix an important advan-
tage of two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, because being 
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forced to add flow specifications makes it much more difficult 
(if not impossible) to describe inherently recursive properties 
of programming languages. 
On the other hand, flow specifications are important for the 
construction of efficient affix evaluators. Since efficiency is an 
important issue, numerous classes of affix grammars and at-
tribute grammars have been introduced in the past where the 
affix structure is further restricted in order to allow efficient 
(linear or polynomial) affix evaluation strategies [EN84]. 
• Finally, in two-level van Wijngaarden grammars and in ex-
tended affix grammars (extended attribute grammars) the af-
fix domains are restricted to the metalanguage that is spec-
ified by a metagrammar. and the functions are restricted to 
composition and decomposition of strings. In general affix 
grammars (attribute grammars), much more freedom is given 
to specify the domains and functions, for example by the in-
troduction of primitive predicates. Affix (attribute) gram-
mars are often called open-ended if the primitive predicates 
are taken from an outside formalism (i.e. from another pro-
gramming language). 
In this chapter the above-mentioned class of restricted two-level 
van Wijngaarden grammars will be introduced. First, the syntac-
tic and semantic aspects of the metagrammar will be defined. It is 
explained, how (on the basis of the metagrammar) affix expressions 
can be constructed. The hypergrammar can be built from hyper-
notions. which in their turn are composed from affix expressions. 
It will be shown how graph schemes and semantic structures can 
be obtained from a given two-level grammar and how the static 
semantics of a graph structure (which corresponds to a parse tree) 
can be determined in a similar way as in the previous chapter. Fi-
nally. it will be discussed whether a sort of flow information can 
also be introduced for this class of two-level grammars and under 
which conditions the flow information exactly corresponds to the 
flow information known from affix (or attribute) grammars. 
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In the next chapter it will be shown how such restricted two-level 
van Wijngaarden grammars can be used to describe the static se-
mantics of a programming language. As an example, the determi-
nation of types for a polymorphic programming language will be 
described. 
5.1 Two-Level van Wijngaarden 
Grammars 
A (restricted) two-level van Wijngaarden grammar, like an EAG. 
consists of two parts, a metagrammar and a hypergrammar. 
The metagrammar forms the basis for the description of the 
context-conditions of the language. The hypergrammar is used to 
describe both its context-free syntax and its static semantics. 
The largest two-level van Wijngaarden grammar that has been writ-
ten so far is of course the detìnition of the language ALG0L68 [vW75]. 
In the following example we give a very short excerpt of it, in order 
to show what such a grammar looks like. 
Metagrammar 
REF:: 
reference. 
MODE:: 
PLAIN; 
STOWED; 
REF to MODE; 
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NEST:: 
LAYER; 
NEST LAYER. 
Hypergrammar 
REF t o MODE NEST a s s i g n a t i o n : 
REF t o MODE NEST d e s t i n a t i o n , 
becomes token , 
MODE NEST source . 
The expressions REF to MODE and MODE are used to specify the 
type (mode) of the a s s i g n a t i o n , its d e s t i n a t i o n and its source. 
NEST specifies the set of declared identifiers that are visible for a 
construct. 
In the hvperrule a s s i g n a t i o n it is specified, that the mode of the 
assignation is the same as the mode of the d e s t i n a t i o n , which 
has to be a REF to MODE (i.e. the d e s t i n a t i o n denotes a vari-
able). The MODE of the source has to be the same as the one in 
REF t o MODE of the destination. This exchides assignations with 
incompatible modes of source and destination (for example excludes 
an assignation of a character to an integer variable). 
In order to express such context-conditions, the principle of con-
sistent substitution is used. Consistent substitution means that all 
occurrences of one metavariable in one hvperrule denote the same 
string of metaterminals. 
Sometimes it is necessary to have different metavariables in the 
same metadomain in one hvperrule. This is achieved by appending 
digits to the metanotions. for example MODE. M0DE2 and M0DE999 
denote different metavariables (with the same metadomain as that 
specified for the metanotion MODE). 
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5*2 Metagrammar 
In the previous chapter, we have already introduced raetagrammars 
for EAGs. However, we only used a rather restricted class of EAGs, 
in which the metagrammar played a subordinate role and could not 
be defined by the grammar writer. In this chapter, we will put our 
emphasis on the meta-level of two-level grammars. 
A metagrammar is a context-free grammar 
GM = (ΛΆ/,ΤΜ,ΡΛ/) 
without a start rule. Alternatively, a metagrammar can be inter­
preted as a set of context-free grammars (one for each AM € NM). 
{GAM = [Ν'Μ,ΤΜ, PM, AM) | AM € NM} 
The elements of NM are called metanotions (metarwnterminals). 
The elements of Тм are called metatermtnals. The elements of Рм 
are called metaproductwn rules (or simply metarules). 
The set of metarules Рм with 
PUÇNMXÎNMUTMT 
is finite. The sets NM and TM are finite and disjoint. Metanotions 
will be written m capitals (for example MODE, NEST, etc.), metater-
minals are written in lower case letters (for example reference, 
to . etc.). 
A metarule [А
АІ
.ам) G Ρ,ν. with AM e NM, ОЛГ € {NMU TM)* 
will be written as 
AM ••• лм-
In such a metarule. AM is called the left-band Side (Ihs) and ам 
the right-hand side (rhs). If more than one metarule exists with 
the same Ihs. i.e. 
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A M :: ащ. 
AM •'• пмз· 
AM •• «Μ,,-
α short-hand notation 
AM : : «л/! ; «ЛІ2І · · · ! aMr · 
can be used. 
5.3 Affix Specifications 
The metagranimar of a two-level grammar can be used for the de­
scription of the static semantic properties of syntactic constructs. 
A hypernotion which represents a language construct is therefore 
composed from two parts, a (possibly empty) part that can be de­
rived from the metagrammar and an (also possibly empty) part 
that cannot be derived from the metagrammar. We call the first 
part the affix part of the hypernotion; the second part is the head 
of the hypernotion. The heads are used for the description of the 
context-free aspects of the language. The affix parts aie used for the 
description of the static semantic properties. Note that a unique 
separation of a hypernotion into head and affix part may not exist 
for general two-level van Wijngaarden grammars but this separa­
tion will be unique with the restrictions that we will impose on 
metagrammars in the next section. 
Consider as an example the hypernotion "REF to MODE NEST 
assignation". In this hypernotion, l'REF to MODE" and tvNEST" 
are sentential forms of the metanotions "MODE" and UNEST\ 
''REF to MODE NEST" is therefore the affix part of the hypernotion 
and "assignation" is the head of the hypernotion (under the as­
sumption that "assignation" is not a sentential form of some 
metanotion). 
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It is not necessary that the head textuallv precedes the affix part as 
was the case with the EAGs of the previous chapter. Instead we al­
low* the head to be arbitrarily interleaved with the affix part. Then, 
the positions in the head of the hypernotion where affix parts are 
embedded give additional information about the hypernotion and 
this information is considered to be a part of the head. We may 
denote these positions in the head by underline characters (",") 
(for example 4V _ assignation" ). This allows us to have different 
hyperrules in one grammar with the same head and different po­
sitions for and different numbers of affix parts. The term head is 
taken from the affix (attribute) grammar terminology (where it is 
more appropriate). 
In general, all affix parts of all hypernotions are sequences of zero or 
more sentential forms of the grammars GAM {AM 6 NM) where the 
met anont er minais are replaced by metavariables. A metavariable is 
specified bv a name and a met anont erminal. The metanonterminal 
can be considered as a kind of type specification, because it spec­
ifies the language of all possible values of this metavariable. For 
historical reasons, each metavariable is written as a metanontermi­
nal and a secjuence of zero or more digits, for example like NEST. 
M0DE2. etc. 
In this section we are primarily concerned with the languages (or 
types) that are specified by the affix parts. We call the type of an af­
fix part an affix specificai ι oil. An affix specification of a hypernotion 
can be obtained from its affix part by replacing all metavariables 
bv their corresponding met anont er minais. An affix specification 
describes the language of all conceivable values of this affix part. 
We may even define a language of all conceivable values of any 
arbitrary affix part. The grammar GAFF defined below describes 
this language. The sentential forms a AFP of this grammar will 
be used for the representation of the affix specifications mentioned 
above. 
For each affix specification CXAFF we also can derive a corresponding 
grammar (?,M i 7, · This grammar describes all possible affix values 
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of a hypernotion with an affix part CXAPF-
For example, the hypernotion L'REF t o MODE NEST a s s i g n a t i o n ' 
has the affix specification "REF t o MODE NEST", which is a senten­
tial form of the grammar GAFF which in turn is derived from from 
the corresponding metagranmiar. For this sentential form, as for 
any other sentential forms, a grammar describing all affix vahies 
can be defined. 
The grammar GAFF c a i 1 be obtained from the metagrammar by 
simply adding a new metanotion A FF and a set of metarules that 
describe that AFF is a concatenation of zero or more metanotions 
GAFF 
/ NMU{AFF}.TM, \ 
PM U {AFF :: AM AFF. | AM G ЛГ
Л
;} 
:
 \J{AFF::.}, 
\ AFF ) 
For any sentential form CÏAFF € (Лд; U Г
л / )*. with AFF =>* a ÄFF 
(even if C\AFF is a terminal production) a context-free grammar 
GnAFF can be defined. 
( NMv{SaAFF},TM. \ 
: =
 PM <-• \$aÁFF '·'• Οι AFF j . 
For any sentential form OAFF* ^he language C{G
aAFF) is of course 
a sublanguage of C(GAFF)· 
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5.4 Restrictions on the Metagrammar 
In order to be able to build analyzers for the class of restricted 
two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, we have to impose a few 
restrictions on the metagrammar. 
These restrictions are necessary for the following reasons. 
First, it must be possible to determine affix specifications unam­
biguously. Otherwise, it would be possible to assign different prop­
erties to a single program construct. We therefore demand that the 
grammar GAFF is not ambiguous. 
Second, we have to ensure that for any two affix specifications (XAFF 
and SAFF it can be decided whether or not the language C(G
aAFy) 
is a subset of the language C(GjAfF) and it must be possible to 
determine the intersection of two such languages. 
Both restrictions will allow us to define functions on the sentential 
forms of GAFF, and will finally enable us to derive affix values for 
decorated parse trees. 
The first restriction can be rewritten as follows 
(i) None of the grammars G A {A 6 N\¡) is ambiguous. 
(ii) For each Α, Β ζ І
 Л
/, if A =»* α and В ^ * aß, for some 
α, J G {NAI ϋ ΓΛί)*, then there is no η G (iVAÍ U T M ) \ such 
that AFF ^ * 7 and AFF ^* 3η. 
Some consequences are (for Α. В € A'w, A ^ B) 
(i) C(GA)nC(GB)-=® 
(ii) C(GA)n{e} = $ 
In order to meet the two restrictions and also to be able to check 
if they hold for a given metagrammar, we demand that each right-
hand side of each metarule starts with a metaterminal, i.e. each 
metarule has the form 
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AM :: α
Λ ί
α
Λ / . 
where AM e Л-ль «AÍ ^ Г^ and ад/ € (Ад/ U Т
м
)*. 
We also demand that the starting metaterminals α
Λ ί ι
 and ад/2 of 
different metarules are different, i.e. for all different metarules 
Амг '•'• ^Λ/^Αίι-
and 
AMI '•'• 0M2aAh· 
the metaterminals а ^ and ам2 are different. 
The metagrammars conforming to these restrictions describe some 
sort, of prefixexpressions (linear notation of trees). 
These conditions seem to be very restrictive. However, the de-
scriptional power of general two-level van Wijngaarden grammars 
is not reduced, since it is possible to transform any non-ambiguous 
metagrammar into the above form. This can even be done auto­
matically. The simplest method to accomplish this is to prefix all 
right-hand sides of all metarules by different new metaterminals. 
If corresponding changes are also done for all hypernotions (which 
can not be done automatically, in general), we can be sure that 
these changes do not affect the language described by the two-level 
grammar. 
However, for some applications (for example, if the two-level gram­
mar is used to describe a translator, i.e. when the affixes should 
describe target language constructs) it may be necessary to keep 
the language on the meta-level (and thus the target language) un­
changed. For such applications we will partition the set of metater­
minals into ordinary metaterminals and invisible metaterminals. 
The invisible metaterminals play only an administrative role and 
may be ignored (are considered to be the empty string in the trans­
lation). 
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5.5 Structure of Affix Specifications 
We will now define some functions that extract useful information 
from sentential forms (affix specifications) 
GAFF 6 (^л/ U Тм)*. These functions will also help us to trans­
form the restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammar into an 
affix-grammar-like notation, since they allow us to extract the affix 
structure of a hypernotion. Of covirse these functions can only be 
defined if the grammar GAFF is not ambiguous and conforms to the 
given restrictions. 
Each sentential form consists of zero or more subexpressions which 
are sentential forms of the metagrammars ( ? / 1 M (AM e NAt). The 
function affix extracts· the i-th subexpression (affix): 
affix: N x (І Д/ U Т
М
У -» (І
 Л/ U ΤΜ)* 
affix {η, a) 
if α = e 
«ι 
affixin - l,tt2) 
if η = 1, a = αιί>2 and 
3AM e NM:AM ^* αϊ 
if η φ 1, о =• оі\а.г and 
3i4
w
 G ΛΓ
Λ/:,4Λί =>* αϊ 
In an affix-grammar-like notation special delimiters (for example 
'•,*') may be used to separate the subexpressions. The restrictions 
on the metagrammar described above allow us to omit these delim­
iters. 
The number of subexpressions can be calculated by another func­
tion affix ^ num: 
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affix -пит: {NMUTM)* -> Ν 
affix num(a) 
0 if a = e 
if α = θίια·2 and : = < 
1 + affix num(a2) 3AM e NM: AM ^* αϊ 
Finally, the function signature can be defined which will allow the 
determination of the "types" of all subexpressions of a sentential 
form QAFF- The type of a subexpression can be described by a 
metanonterminal of the original affix grammar. The signature of a 
sentential form is therefore a sequence of metanonterminals. 
signature: {NM \JTAI)* ·-> JVJf 
signature(a) 
if 
α 
. . . if a — α ια 2 and 
AM signature^) ц . „ . , , 
For example, the affix specification "ref REF to MODE NEST" 
(occurring in the hypernotion "ref REF to MODE NEST 
assignation") consists of two affix subexpressions. The first 
subexpression is "ref REF to MODE" and the second is "NEST"'. The 
signature of the affix specification is "MODE NEST". 
This example also shows that an additional metaterminal "ref1' had 
to be introduced in order to conform to the above metagrammar 
restrictions. 
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5.6 Static Semantic Domains 
In the previous sections we introduced a syntactic machinery for 
specifying the meta-level of a restricted two-level van Wijngaar­
den grammar and for specifying languages of affix expressions by 
sentential forms of the grammar GAFF-
In this section we will first define a lattice D^FF for an arbitrary 
metagrammar. We will call this lattice the static semantic domain 
of the given metagrammar. The elements of this lattice are all pos­
sible (completely or incompletely defined) values of affix parts of 
hypernotions. These values are partially ordered by their informa­
tion content. 
Later we will show, that (similar to what has been written in the 
previous chapter) affix values in a decorated parse tree can be de­
scribed by a set of recursive equations. The main reason for defining 
(he lattice of affix values (and for calling it statte semantic domain) 
is therefore, that it will allow us to determine the least fixed point 
of this recursive equation set and thereby obtaining the affix val­
ues that describe the static semantics of the parse tree and of the 
sentence for which the parse tree was built. 
Above, the metagrammars were restricted in such a way that for 
each pair of sentential forms of GAFF, η AFP and 3AFF< it can be 
decided whether C(CXAFF) Ç £($АРР)· We will use this order rela­
tion for the definition of an order relation Ç. on DAFF· This order 
relation specifies whether the value in DAFF of 3AFF is less de-
fined than the value of ÛAFF {stat-sem(aAFF) Q stat sem,(í3AFF) <$• 
£{ÛAFF) Q ЦПАРР) )• 
We now define the domain DAFF which is built from the domains 
D
aM (for any a M € (NM U Ï M ) * ) , DAM (for all metanotions AM) 
and the one-element-lattices DaM (for all metateraiinals я
А
/) and 
Z)( (compare the definitions with the corresponding grammars): 
DAFF •= compi 53 DA4 X DAFF M DA 
\ \ΑΜ'-ΝΜ / / 
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DAM := compi Í 5Z Dc4t 
DaM := Π ϋ « . 
a j i f = " i — U r 
Dau —fiat ({ам}) 
Dt := flat ({e}) 
We define a few functions that map sentential forms into 
responding domains. We write S
a
 for the set of all 
tential forms of the grammar G
a
 {a € Лгм U Тщ), 
SQ := {3 e NM U ТД, Ι α ^* ι3}. 
stat sem: S^pp —» D^pp 
stat-sem(a) 
stat-senitie) 
stat.sem AM{cti), 
stat.sem(a2) 
if α = f 
if α = аіЛг and 
ЗА
М
 e iV,w:AAÍ ^ * 
stat-semAM-SAM —>• I>,4j 
statsemAm (0) 
: = < 
^ л , if а - A 
лг 
. . if од/ ^>* о and 
stat sem
a
^{a) -.
 л D 
Z)Лд/ .. Од/, t i" д, M 
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stat-semUl„,Ur(ai... o;r) 
( stat semU l(ai), ^ 
stat «етиДог) / 
stat sein
 a м
 : j
a w
 > -^a« 
sfaí_semO M(aM) 
:= «лг 
stat^semf: Sf —» £><; 
AÍaf_seTO ((f) 
Note, that the function stat^sem is injective but not bijective. since 
there are elements of DAFF (namely exactly those containing ±AFF 
and/or Ta (a — A FF or α = AM)) for which no corresponding 
sentential forms exist. 
5.7 Basic Continuous Functions 
After having defined the complete lattice DAFF we will now de­
fine a few primitive continuous functions on this domain (and its 
subdomains). Since the set of continuous functions is closed under 
function composition, this will allow us to construct new continuous 
functions from the few basic functions. In a subsequent section we 
if Ui =>* Οχ, — 
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will define continuous functions that will help us to determine the 
static semantics of sentences belonging to the language of a given 
restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammar. 
As basic continuous functions we only need the functions that were 
already introduced in chapter 2, and which can be defined for arbi­
trary complete lattices D, D,, Dn (product lattices) and Ζ)
Σ
 (sum 
lattices). 
ü:D < D -» D 
n.D χ D ^ D 
tuple: Di χ . . . χ D
n
 —• Du 
proj^.Dn -> D, 
injt:Dt -• ΌΣ 
/.SYDV -v В 
5.8 Restricted Two-Level van Wijn­
gaarden Grammars 
After having discussed the syntactic and semantic aspects of meta-
grammars, we will now explain the role that such metagrammars 
plav in restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, i.e. how 
hypernotions can be constructed on the basis of the metagrammar, 
and how hvperrules can be constructed from these hypernotions. 
A rest η ci ed two-level van Wijnyaarden grammar is a 7-tuple 
G = {XU.TU.PM.N.T.RS) 
with GM = (N'M-TM.PM) a restricted metagrammar as defined 
above. 
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N is the set of nonterminals, Τ is the set of termmah, Ρ is the set 
of production rules (hyperrules) and 5 is the start symbol. 
The sets І д/, Тм, N and Τ are pairwise disjoint. All sets are finite. 
Before explaining the hyperrules in detail, some useful terms and 
definitions have to be introduced. We define the sets of affix con­
stants, affix variables and affix expressions as follows: 
AFF^CONST := TM 
AFF-VAR:= NM χ {0,1,2.3,4,5,6,7,8,9}* 
AFF-EXPR С {AFF-VAR U AFF CONST)* 
We use the terms affix constants, affix variables and affix expres­
sions (instead of metatermmals, metavariables and metaexpression) 
in order to emphasize the close relation between the restricted two-
level van Wijngaarden grammars and the (extended) affix gram­
mars. 
Affix expressions are used in hypernotions and are composed from 
affix constants and affix variables. An affix variable is a pair of a 
metanotion and a name (here the names are composed of zero or 
more digits, names could as well be constructed in a different way; 
the use of digit sequences is taken from the original van Wijngaar­
den notation of two-level grammars). The metanotion specifies a 
language of possible affix values. It can be interpreted as a kind of 
type specification. 
After deleting all names of all affix variables, an affix expression 
represents a sentential form of the grammar GAFF which was intro­
duced above. The function aff spec deletes all names occurring in 
an affix expression and thereby determines the corresponding affix 
specification. 
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affjspec: AFF^EXPR -> (NM U TA, )· 
aff.spec(a) 
e if α = e 
(IM if α = ам 6 Тл? 
if α = (A
w
.rf), Л
м
 € NM 
hî
 and d e {0,...,9}· 
aff spec (α ι) aff.spec(a2) if α = аіаг and 
Qi,a2 G ^ ^ ί " ß ^ P Ä 
We demand for any affix expression α e AFF-EXPR that it has an 
underlying affix specification, i.e. aff ^spec(a) is a sentential form 
of GAFF-
Since hypernotions are composed from a head (€ N) and an af-
fix expression (€ AFF EXPR), we define the set of hypernotions 
HYPES as 
HYPER := Ν x AFF EXPR 
A hyperrule is a pair composed of a hypernotion (its left-hand side) 
and a sequence of zero or more hypernotions or terminals (its right-
hand side) The set of hyperrules Ρ is therefore 
F С HYPER χ {HYPER χ Ti* 
Such restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars will be written 
in the following style. 
Affix constants are written in the same wav as metaterminals (for 
example "reference" or "to"). 
Affix variables are written as a metanotion followed directly by a 
(possibly empty) digit sequence (for example "REF" or "МООЕг"). 
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Affix expressions are composed of affix variables and affix constants 
separated by blanks (an alternative notation could be the use of plus 
characters as separators) (for example UREF to M0DE2" or "SORT 
MOID NEST"). 
Hypernotions are written as a nonterminal followed by an affix 
expression (alternatively the affix expression could also be en-
closed between brackets) (for example "assignation REF to MODE 
NEST"). The nonterminal (called the head of the hypernotion) may 
also be placed on other positions in the hypernotion (for exam-
ple. at the end or between two affixes). Under certain conditions 
it is even possible to split the head of a hypernotion (for exam-
ple, allowing hypernotions like "NEST ser ies of MODE defining 
DECLS". with the head "_ se r ies of „ defining ". where the 
underline characters represent positions of affix expressions). 
Hyperrules are written as a hypernotion (the left-hand side of 
the hyperrule). followed by a colon, followed by the hypernotions 
and terminals of the right-hand side which are separated by com-
mas. A dot terminates a hyperrule. An example of how a hyper-
rule can be written can be found above (for "REF to MODE NEST 
assignation"). We also allow a short-hand notation of hyper-
rules with the same left-hand side in the same way as done for the 
metarules (by concatenating the all right-hand sides with a semi-
colon as a separator). 
The start symbol S of the affix grammar is a hypernotion. 
5.9 Affix Evaluation 
The head grammar (underlying context-free grammar) of the two-
level grammar is used for the construction of parse trees, i.e. defines 
a graph scheme in the same way as the head grammar of the re-
stricted class of EAGs that was introduced in the previous chapter. 
In order to be able to assign static semantics to these parse trees 
we have to define edge domains and vertex functions for all edge 
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types and vertex types, respectively. This can be done in a way 
similar to what was done for the restricted EAGs. 
The domains of all edges are defined to be the lattice DAFF-
For each hyperrule π 6 F a vertex function has to be defined that 
describes how all affix expressions and affix variables of this hyper­
rule can be determined in a given environment. 
Let the hyperrule π be defined as 
M i : 
Λ2Ο2 Λ„α
η
. 
with nonterminals /г, € N and affix expressions rt,. We assume that 
ρ different affix variables occur in π. 
As in chapter 4 we will construct the vertex function ƒ„. for the 
mile 7Г from η functions / 0 (1 < ι < η) that determine all hypen 
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affix expressions that occur in the hyperrule (note, that each hyper-
notion contains exactly one affix expression) and from ρ functions 
fgh (where .r^ . is an affix variable, i.e. a pair of a metanotion and a 
digit sequence) that determine the values of all affix variables that 
occur in the hyperrule. 
The domain vertex-аотат(ж) of the rule π can therefore be defined 
as 
vertex .dom am {π) 
:— edgc^domain{hi) 
χ edge do ma m (/г 2) 
χ edge domam{h
n
) 
χ edgt-domain(n) 
χ edge.domain(Ti) 
- DApF 
χ DApF 
χ DAFF 
χ DAFF 
χ DAFF 
The functions /0¿ 
fa¡:v(rtc£ άοτηαιη{π) —» DAFF 
с an be constructed easily from the definition of the affix expressions 
o, itself. 
The value of the affix variable x* can (as in chapter 4) be deter­
mined by the least upper bound (u. join) of all occurrence values 
of this variable in all affix expressions. This can be seen as a sort 
of unification of all the (possibly) different values that have been 
determined by the environment. 
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The value of one occurrence of x^ in an affix expression can be 
determined by projections and injections that are applied to the 
value of this expression. In order to be able to obtain such an 
occurrence value, both the metagrammar and the structure of the 
affix expression (i.e. its affix specification) have to be known. 
Taking the least upper bound (Ll) of all the separate values con­
tributed by all the occurrences of the affix variable x/,·, finally de­
termines the value of .r*. 
.fjfc: vertex ^domain (π) —» DAFF 
5.10 Flow of Information 
We have mentioned earlier, that knowledge about the flow of in­
formation (affix flow) is important for creating efficient affix eval-
uators. In this section we will show that the direction of the affix 
flow can be constructed under certain conditions for this class of 
restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, even though no 
explicit specification is given. A similar approach for EAGs has been 
proposed by H. Franzen and B, Hoffmann in [?]. 
For the determination of the flow direction we will make use of the 
fact (which follows immediately from the definition of the meet and 
join operators) that for any element ,r and y of any lattice D the 
following holds: 
xlZy=>xUy = y 
χ С у =$• χ Π у — χ 
We use the join operator in two different places for the determina­
tion of affix values. It is used for the determination of the values of 
affix variables from different occurrence values and for the determi­
nation of affix values for all edges. 
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5.10.1 Affix Flow 
For the determination of the value of an edge e. we obtained the 
following equation (see chapter 3) 
л\ = lift function(e) {left vertex -v anables (e)) 
Liright function(e) (right-vertex-.variable$(e))) 
left Junction right .function 
vertex type 1 
^ > < = 
e 
vertex type 2 
If one of the vertices produces more information than the other one. 
for example if 
left fuT)ctiov(e) {left vertex-vnnables(e)) 
L· right funchon(() [right-vertex-variables(e))) 
we say that the information flows in one direction (here from the 
right vertex to the left vertex). Otherwise we say that the informa­
tion flows in both directions (is bi-directional) and the information 
of both vertices has to be unified. If the information flows in one 
direction, only the more defined information has to lie determined 
while the less defined information is not needed. Otherwise, the 
join {unification) of the values of both sides has to be determined 
explicitly. 
We may distinguish different sorts of directedness of the above rela­
tion. depending on its degree of dependence or independence from 
the further context of the graph structure. 
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The least interesting case is when the relation holds only sometimes 
during the process of approximating the value of an edge e. 
More important are the following cases, for which we give the fol-
lowing definitions. 
We call an edge e locally directed, iff the above relation holds dur-
ing the whole approximation process, i.e. if we can safely replace 
(simplify) the equation 
xe = left functwn(e} (left vertex varmbles(e)) 
Unght-function(t) (right vertex vanables(e))) 
by 
Xf, = nght function(e) (right vertex variables(t))) 
or by 
xe = left functwn(e) (left-vertex vanables(e))) 
without changing the meaning of the graph structure. 
If this relation holds for one edge c, this does not necessarily mean 
that the same relation holds for other edges of the same type (e\en 
if those edges have neighbouring vertices of the same type as the 
neighbouring vertices of edge e). 
We are therefore interested in stronger forms of directedness which 
allow us to determine the flow direction independently from a con-
crete graph structure, i.e. on the basis of the graph scheme (here 
on the basis of the grammar) alone 
We call an edge r of type et with left and right vertices 
of tvpe left vertex type(e) ( — vertex Jypc (left vertti(e)}). resp. 
right-vertex.type(e) (:— vertex Jype(right vertex(e))). (and posi-
tions left position(e) and nght-.position(c}) dirccttd, iff the al>o\e 
relation holds (the equation can be simplified) independently of 
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the context in which the edge is placed, i.e. for all possible graph 
structures. 
We call an edge e of type et with a right vertex of type 
right ^ vertex Jype(e) and position right .posttio7i(e) = 1. strongly di­
rected, iff it is directed for any possible left vertex, i.e. for any 
possible parent in the parse tree. 
Since the values of an edge e in general are tuples, we may also 
extend the above definitions to the components of the tuples. We 
call a component (which represents a single affix value) derived 
{inherited), iff it is strongly directed and flows from the right (left) 
vertex to the left (right) vertex, i.e. in a parse tree from a child to 
a parent (from a parent to a child). 
If we are able to determine flow directions for all affix positions 
of a given two-level grammar, we can make use of the well-known 
algorithms for further checking the affix flow structure in order 
to find (possible) cyclic affix dependencies and for determining an 
efficient order in which the affixes should be evaluated. 
5.10.2 Defining and Applying Occurrences 
For the determination of the values of affix variables, we can intro­
duce similar definitions, since the values of affix variables are also 
described by a join of a number of occurrence values (as many as 
there are occurrences of the same variable in a grammar rule). 
The value of an affix variable x^ of a given vertex с of type тг 
(corresponding to grammar rule тг) can be described by 
•r* = Лг
к
(аь---,а
п
,.г1,...,л-р) 
with a, the affix values on the edges connecting the vertex t> with 
its neighbours and Xj the affix variables of the vertex v. 
The function fXk can be defined as 
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fXk: vertex-.domain(w) —» D^FF 
m 
fXk(ai ,an,xi,...,xp) '.= [J фХк,і{аі,... ,ап,хі,..., Xp) 
i-O 
with m G N the number of occurrences of the affix variable Xk in the 
hyperrule η and φ^^ the function that determines the occurrence 
value of the affix variable for its г-th occurrence. 
In contrast to the equations describing the affix values, where a 
join of exactly two values was used, we now have to deal with joins 
of an arbitrary number (depending on the grammar) of occurrence 
values. 
We therefore try to partition the set of occurrence values of affix 
variable x^ into two sets DEFXk and APPXk, 
APPXk := [J ^ ¿ ( « i or,,, * ! , . . . , я,,) 
DEFXk := [J ФХк^{аи . . . , α η . Λχ,..., χρ) 
with I U ./ = N
m
 and ƒ П J = 0, such that 
АРР
Хк
 С DEFXk 
If such a partitioning can be found, we may replace (simplify) the 
equation 
xk = OEFXk U APPXk 
by 
xk - DEFXk 
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We call the elements of DEFXk defimng occurrence values and the 
elements of ΑΡΡ
Χΐι
 are called applying occurrence values of the affix 
variable xk. 
We always obtain a trivial partitioning by choosing / = 0, i.e. by 
saying that there are only defining occurrence values. Since only 
the defining occurrence values are necessary for the determination 
of the value of the affix variable Xk, we prefer to chose a partitioning 
with a minimal number of defining occurrence values. This optimal 
partitioning need not be unique. 
Such a partitioning may be chosen dynamically, i.e. may change 
during the process of approximating the value of the affix variable 
•r*. 
We are much more interested in those cases where a partitioning 
can be chosen statically. 
We call a partition local (and the elements of APPXk and DEFXK 
local defimng occurrence values, resp local applying occurrence val­
ues), iff АРР
Хк
 С DEFtk during the whole approximation process, 
i.e. if we can safely replace (simplify) the equation 
xu - APPXk u DEFXk 
by 
j - , = DEFXk 
without changing the meaning of the graph structure. 
If the same partitioning can be chosen not only for the single vertex 
ν but for all vertices of the same type, independently from the graph 
structure, i.e. on the basis of the graph scheme (on the basis of 
the grammar), we call this partitioning global and the elements of 
APPXK and DEFXk global defimng occurrence values, resp. global 
applying occurrence valves. 
Chapter 6 
Polymorphic Constructs 
In the preceding chapter it was shown how a lattice whose ele-
ments can be interpreted as partially defined affix values can be 
constructed from a metagrammar, 
When evaluating the affixes in a decorated parse tree, it is pos-
sible to obtain arbitrary elements of the lattice as resulting affix 
values. Sometimes, the resulting affix values are partially defined 
(i.e. contain ±-elements). In other cases they are overspecxfied (i.e. 
contain T-elements). Overspecified affix values are tantamount to 
erroneous situations and should therefore lead to an error message 
or to a rejection of the parse tree (depending on the parsing strat-
egy used for the underlying context-free grammar). Resulting affix 
values that are partially defined show a (local) metaambiguity of 
the programming language construct. In the definition of most 
programming languages such metaambiguities are forbidden (as in 
ALG0L68, for example). 
In this chapter, we will explicitly allow this kind of metaambiguity 
in order to be able to deal with partially defined properties of pro-
gramming language constructs. Even though arbitrary properties 
that can be described by affix values can be used to demonstrate 
this concept, we will restrict ourselves in this chapter to partially 
defined modes (or types). This will allow us to introduce the con-
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cept of polymorphe (or modal) programming language constructs 
(the term "modal" is constructed from the first letters of "mode 
alternative"). 
In the beginning of this chapter, we will introduce and discuss the 
concept of polymorphism in programming languages. After this in­
troduction. we will show how polymorphism can be described by 
the restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars introduced in 
the previous chapter. A grammar defining a very simple polymor­
phic language is given in the end of this chapter. 
6.1 The Concept of Polymorphism 
Many programming languages allow and even force the program­
mer to specify the types of variables, functions and operators. The 
types of other constructs can be determined by a type inference 
system. Type specifications supply sufficient redundant informa­
tion which can be used by compilers to detect type violations. The 
process of detecting such type violations is called type checking. 
Type checking can either be done at compile-time or at run-time 
of the program. If a programming language allows the detection 
of all type violations at compile-time, it is called statically typed. 
Static typing is an important concept, since it facilitates the early 
detection of type violations and thereby helps the programmer to 
develop better programs. 
Conventional programming languages, like ALG0L68, PASCAL, С etc., 
assign unique types to all constructs. These languages are called 
monomorphic. In contrast to them polymorphic languages allow 
constructs which have more than one type (and sometimes even an 
infinite munber of types). 
Following L. Cardelli and P. Wegner [CA85] we distinguish different 
kinds of polymorphism. 
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polymorphism < 
universal < 
ad hoc < 
parametric 
inclusion 
overloading 
coercion 
In this paper, we will not deal with all different sorts of polymor-
phism, but will restrict ourselves to overloading and parametric 
polymorphism. 
6.1.1 Overloading 
An overloaded function or overloaded operator can be described 
by a set of functions or operators with the same name but with a 
different mimber of paranieters (operands), different parameter and 
result types and/or different semantics (i.e. different definitions). 
In ALG0L68 only overloaded operators are allowed, but the con-
cept of overloading can easily be extended to functions and even 
to arbitrary other named programming language constructs. This 
has been done in a number of other programming languages (for 
example in ADA [IC80] and in ELAN [K087]). 
As an example of an overloaded operator, consider the following 
series of (incomplete) definitions for the operator * for the multi-
plication of integers and reals and for the concatenation of strings, 
written in ALG0L68: 
OP * = (INT x, y) INT: 
OP * - (REAL x, y) REAL: 
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OP * = (INT x, STRING y) STRING: 
Due to the interference of the automatic mode conversions (coer-
cions) for procedure parameters and the identification of proce-
dures, overloaded procedures are not permitted in ALG0L68. This 
problem is solved in other programming languages by having a less 
powerful set of coercions (at parameter positions) in the language 
or even (for example in ELAN) by having no coercions at all. 
The following example shows some headings of overloaded proce-
dtires in an ALG0L68-like notation. 
PROC print = (INT x) VOID: 
. . . , 
PROC print = (REAL x) VOID: 
• · · » 
PROC print = (STRING s) VOID: 
To each application of an overloaded procedure or operator should 
correspond exactly one definition. In simple cases, this ideviifica-
tion can be done on basis of the context-free syntax (for example, if 
all generic procedures with the same name have a different number 
of formal parameters and all different calls therefore have a syn-
tactically different appearance). In more difficult cases, the iden-
tification depends on the context in which the identifier is placed 
(for example, it may depend on the type of the parameters of the 
call or on the environment in which the call is placed). In order to 
assure that exactly one definition can be found for an overloaded 
procedure name, rules that enforce this restriction must have been 
included in the language definition. 
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6.1.2 Parametric Polymorphism 
Parametric polymorphism is the purest form of polymorphism. The 
functions that are polymorphic in the sense of this class of polymor­
phism are called generic (or in ALG0L68 parlance modal). In con­
trast to overloaded functions, generic functions have incompletely 
specified types (of parameters or results) and only one function 
definition exists for each function. 
Currently, only a few existing programming languages incorporate 
the concept of parametric polymorphism. We therefore give an ex­
ample of a set of polymorphic functions, written in a (hypothetical) 
ALG0L68-like language. 
PRGC push = (STACK(T) s, Τ e) VOID: 
• * * » 
PROC pop = (STACK(T) s) T: 
* * .
 t 
PROC i s empty = (STACK(T) s) BOOL: 
The type Τ in these definitions repiesents an arbitrary type. In 
other words, Τ is a type variable. The type expression STACK(T) 
represents a type that is constructed from the type Τ with the type 
constructor STACK (which has to be defined elsewhere in the pro­
gram). Since Τ is an undefined type. STACK (T) is only a partially 
defined type. If for example, STACK(T) is defined as STRUCT(INT 
stackptr, [1:1000] Τ stack). Τ can be replaced by any valid 
type of the programming language, for example by INT or by 
STACK (INT), thereby yielding a more defined or even a completely 
defined type. 
In contrast to overloaded procedures, only one procedure definition 
is given. However, this single procedure definition stands for a large 
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(infinite, in general) number of monomorphic procedure definitions, 
which can be obtained by replacing the undefined type (or types) 
by concrete types. 
As indicated by the simple stack example above, polymorphism 
helps to describe algorithms in an abstract way and therefore allows 
to write general-purpose programs in a transparent manner. 
But the introduction of polymorphism into programming languages 
presents new and interesting proplems of description and implemen-
tation. 
6.2 Description of Polymorphism 
In this section we will investigate how to describe polymorphism in 
the definition of a formal language. 
In order to simplify this task, we will explicitly allow that language 
constructs have partially defined types, or more generally, have any 
partially defined properties (affix values). This is in contrast to the 
language definition of ALG0L68, which demands that all properties 
of all constructs of any program are completely defined. In other 
words, the language definition of ÂLG0L68 demands that the metan-
otions occurring in a hypernotion have to be completelv replaced 
by corresponding terminal productions of the metagrammar. 
This can also be seen as a property of the interpretation of two-
level grammars as given in the ALG0L68-report. We will use the 
interpretation introduced in the previous chapter. 
To clarify the difference between the two interpretations of two-
level grammars let us consider the following simple grammar (start 
symbol is program). 
MODE:: 
integral; real. 
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program: 
MODE primary. 
in tegra l primary: 
" I " . 
r ea l primary: 
"3.1415". 
MODE primary: 
"SKIP". 
Using the classical interpretation of two-level grammars, we must 
conclude that the program "SKIP" is ambiguous (and therefore also 
the whole above grammar) since the two different derivations 
program —> rea l primary —• "SKIP" 
and 
program —> integral primary —> "SKIP" 
can be found. 
In both derivations all metanotions have been replaced by terminal 
productions as they should be. 
In the interpretation of two-level grammars that was introduced in 
the previous chapter, only one derivation will be found. 
program -+ MODE primary -> "SKIP" 
Here, the hypernotion MODE primary contains the metanotion 
MODE. 
Of course, the two interpretations are closely related. The differ-
ence between the interpretations can be characterized by the fact 
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that in the classical interpretation all fixed point solutions of the 
recursive set of equations have to be determined for the affix values, 
provided these solutions correspond to terminal productions of the 
metalanguage, while in the other interpretation only the least fixed 
point solution is determined, which need not consist of terminal 
productions. 
When starting with the least fixed point solution, all derivations 
of the classical interpretation can be obtained by replacing all its 
metanotionb (which correspond to partiallv defined properties) by 
all possible metaterminal productions. The resulting derivations 
need not be fixed point solutions. In the example above, the re­
placements are easily obtained since the metanotion MODE describes 
a finite language. But when dealing with metanotions that repre­
sent infinite metalanguages it will not be possible to generate all 
replacements. In order to avoid this problem, we either have to 
make sure that the grammar is not ambiguous or we have to apply 
the second interpretation. 
In this chapter it is essential that we employ the second interpre­
tation. 
6.3 The Lattice of Polymorphic Types 
When a programming language is formalized by a two-level gram­
mar, a metagrammar describing all its types is needed. In our 
examples we will use the following metagrammar for MODE which 
describes a small sublanguage of the corresponding metalanguage 
of ALG0L68. 
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MODE:: 
integral; 
boolean; 
reference to MODE; 
procedure with MODE parameter yielding MODE. 
In the previous chapter, it was shown that for each metagrammar 
(all metarules, etc.) a continuoiis lattice can be defined. 
All sentential forms of a metanotion can be mapped into the corre-
sponding lattice by means of the function stat sem. 
For the metanotion MODE the lattice -DMODE can be defined and all 
sentential forms of MODE can be mapped into -DMODE· For example. 
reference to MODE will be mapped to the element reference to 
±M0DE in T>M0DE· 
The partial order relation Ç {QAFF) in the lattice specifies for any 
two elements .r and y. whether one element (x) is less defined (or 
contains less information) than the other one (г/) {χ С у). 
The partial order relation of this lattice can be transferred to the 
sentential forms (affix specifications), too. We can define (for any 
affix specification α and J) 
a Ç 3: Φ> stat scm(a) Q stat semiti) 
If an affix specification о is less defined than another affix specifi­
cation 3, this means that the (affix) language of о is a superset of 
the language of 3. 
α E 3&C(3)ÇC(a) 
The sentential forms of MODE can be ordered according to this result. 
Foi example, we have 
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MODE Ç reference to MODE 
reference to MODE Ç reference to reference to MODE 
reference to reference to MODE 
С reference to reference to i n t e g r a l 
The lattice J^MQDE constructed from the metagrammar for MODE is 
sketched in the following picture. 
TM0DE 
erence 
TM0DE 
reference reference 
to integral to boolean 
. , , , reference integral boolean
 t o ± т ш 
procedure 
procedure 
-LMQDE 
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We call the lattice of types the type system of the language and we 
call the elements of the lattice -DMODE' polymorphic types (polymor­
phic modes). 
Some elements of this lattice ( integral , reference to in tegra l , 
etc.) correspond to terminal productions of MODE. These elements 
are called monomorphtc types (monomorphic modes). 
Some elements are built from T-elements (reference to T^QDE, 
TMODE' etc.). The elements that contain ^-elements are called 
mconststent types (inconsistent modes). The metalanguage corre­
sponding to these elements is empty. 
Some elements specify types that are incompletely defined 
(J-MQDE' procedure with i-MODE parameter yielding J-MODE' 
etc.). These types are the most interesting ones in the context 
of polymorphism. 
6.4 Type Inference 
In a statically typed language the types of all constructs can be de­
termined at compile-time. The type determination process, called 
type inference, forms the basis of type checking where the infered 
types are compared with redundantly specified types. Type check­
ing therefore allows the early detection of type тоіаіюпь. 
Since type checking is an important task of each compiler (at least 
for statically typed programming languages), it is understandable 
that different tvpe inference algorithms have been proposed, e.g. 
[DM82, MI78, MC79, HA84]. The most primitive of these algo­
rithms and the first to be used in compilers are simple bottom-up 
evaluators. This means that the type of a construct is determined 
only from the types of its subconstructs and does not depend on 
its context. Some type evaluators also allow some restricted forms 
of top-down evaluation. 
In most programming languages, restrictions are imposed to avoid 
cyclic dependencies of types. For our type inference algorithm we 
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do not need such restrictions because the types of constructs will 
be interpreted as ordinary affixes which can be determined in the 
way described in the previous chapters. 
If we assume that each construct has a type, we can sketch this by 
the following picture. 
^MODE x · · · 
z: D„ χ 
ƒ. construct J D. 
DmdE x · • · -^MODE x · ' · 
In order to determine the type of this construct and its environment 
(its subconstructs and its context) we need a continuous function 
fcoTuitruct which has to be constructed from the corresponding gram­
mar rule. 
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Jconsimct '· 
D
mOE x • • 
^ M O D E x • · 
. . . X 
-^MODE x · · 
D
v
 χ . . . χ 
A, χ . . . 
^MODE ч · · 
^ M O D E x · · 
. . . X 
^ M O D E x • · 
D
v
 χ . . . χ 
D
v
 χ . . . 
. X 
. X 
. X 
. X 
. X 
. X 
This function determines not only the types but all properties of 
its environment. This function can be split (by projections) into 
functions fconstTucu- which describe how locally the properties of 
the context of the construct (for ι = 1) and properties of its sub-
constructs can be determined. 
Icons truci, г* 
-^MODE x · · · x 
^MODE x · · · x 
. . . χ 
D M O D E χ · · · χ 
D« χ . . . χ 
D
v
x ... 
^MODE x · · · 
If we are certain that the type of a construct only depends on other 
types and not on any other properties as well, we can extract a 
simplified function /
c0„Sfr typr.i where all (for the type evaluation) 
unimportant properties are eliminated. 
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fcoiutr-type.ï· -DMODE X ^MODE x • · • A l O D E - * ^MODE 
Since the vertices that represent constructs are not isolated but are 
connected via edges with neighbouring vertices (corresponding to 
subconstructs and contexts), we also have to show how the two 
(possibly different) types which are determined for an edge con-
necting two neighbouring vertices have to be combined. 
As explained earlier the properties of neighbouring vertices are com-
bined (unified) by taking the least upper bound of both properties. 
^i J construct \,k\· · • · •£j5 · · ·) U Jconsiruct2.lv •''г > · · ·/ 
Here Xi describes the properties (or affixes) shared between 
construct ι and construct2-
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If the types of both constructs depend only on other types, we 
obtain the following simplified description (where typet is the type 
component of x,). 
type, = fconstrjypr^- • • - type,,...) U / ( 0 n 9 i r type2(typet< · • ·) 
Using a rather primitive example we will now show how the type 
evaluation can be performed. We choose a simple conditional state­
ment containing a call ρ ( i ) . 
IF ρ ( i ) THEN . . . ELSE . . . FI 
We will assume that ρ is a generic function (procedure) where both 
the parameter type (S) and the result type are polymorphic types 
(are underspecified). The actual parameter i occurring in the call 
is supposed to have the type integra l . This could for example be 
a result of the following two declarations. 
PROC ρ = (S χ) Τ: 
... , 
INT i = 1; 
For the above conditional statement we obtain a simple parse tree 
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cond.stmt. 
type г € ^цоПЕ 
type7 G DMODE 
call 
types ^ AlODE 
We now have to determine the types ij/pcj (the type of the call), 
type2 (the type of the primary of the call) and type3 (the type of 
the actual parameter of the call). 
We cissume that the following simplified grammar rules describe 
calls and conditional statements and therefore have been used for 
the construction of the above parse tree and should also be used 
for the evaluation of types in this tree. 
M0DE2 call: 
procedure with M0DE1 parameter yielding M0DE2 
identifier, 
"(", M0DE1 identifier, " ) " • 
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MODE c o n d i t i o n a l s t a t e m e n t : 
" I F " , boolean c a l l , 
"THEN", MODE t h e n p a r t , 
"ELSE", MODE e l s e p a r t , 
" F I " . 
For the identifier applications ρ and i we need another affix (NEST) 
which carries the information about all declared and visible iden­
tifiers. This affix can be used for the identification and for the 
determination of the types of the applied identifiers. In order to 
keep things as simple eis possible, we will instead assume that the 
types of the identifier applications are simply described by the fol­
lowing two grammar rules. 
procedure with M0DE1 parameter y i e l d i n g M0DE2 
i d e n t i f i e r : 
" p " . 
i n t e g r a l i d e n t i f i e r : 
II η II 
Using these grammar rules we obtain the following (simplified) sys­
tem of equations which describes the relations between the three 
types we want to determine. 
type г = boolean U M0DE2 
tyPe2 — procedure with M0DE1 y i e l d i n g M0DE2 
Uprocedure with MODES y i e l d i n g M0DE4 
type3 = M0DE1 U i n t e g r a l 
M0DE1 = parameter mode{type2) U typeo, 
M0DE2 = result -mode [type
 2 ) U type 1 
M0DE3 = J _ M 0 D E 
M0DE4 = - L M 0 D E 
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The functions parameter mode and result -mode are continuous 
functions that can be constructed in a trivial way using injections 
and projections. 
When solving this equation system, we obtain the following results 
for typ€1, type2 and Іуре
г
. 
type1 = boolean 
tyPe2 — procedure with in tegra l parameter 
yielding boolean 
type3 — in tegra l 
6.5 Other Type Systems 
The above type system and type inference algorithm is a by-product 
of the affix evaluation scheme for two-level grammars described 
earlier. 
Sometimes, different and more complex type systems are needed, 
which cannot be described so easily with the lattices that we have 
derived from a context-free metagrammar for types. In particular. 
it will be difficult to describe context-sensitive types, i.e. types that 
can only be described by a context-sensitive metagrammar. Such 
context-sensitive descriptions are needed, if additional restrictions 
have to be imposed on types, for example, if the equality of sub­
types has to be described. In other type systems, types have to 
be represented by some complex graph structures. Finally, type 
systems may contain type functions which also cannot be described 
by the simple lattices presented above. 
But at the expense of describing the meta-level in a different way, 
i.e. by introducing more complex static semantic domains, we are 
able to cope with such richer classes of type systems. In this section, 
we will not discuss all such sorts of different type systems, but we 
will concentrate on a type system that can be used to describe a 
combination of overloading and parametric polymorphism. 
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6.5.1 Overloading 
The types of overloaded functions can best be represented by finite 
sets of types (modes) describing all possible types of an overloaded 
construct. For example, the overloaded operator * has an over­
loaded type which can be represented by a set containing all types 
of all declarations of *. This set is always finite, since only a finite 
number of generic objects can be declared in a program. 
The lattice of overloaded types can therefore be defined as the pow-
erset of the set of types. An overloaded type is less defined than 
another overloaded type if its set is a superset of the latter. In other 
words, the order relation С can be defined as Ç:=C_ 1 . 
Τ (empty set) 
(one element sets, 
non-overloaded types) 
Ή// 
_L (set of all types) 
An example of an overloaded type is the set of types that can be 
obtained for the overloaded operator *. For the example given in 
the beginning of this chapter, this is the set 
/Λ\ 
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{ PROC (INT, INT) INT, 
PROC (REAL, REAL) REAL, 
PROC (INT, STRING) STRING } 
6.5.2 Combining Overloading and Parametric 
Polymorphism 
Both type concepts, the concept of overloading and the concept of 
parametric polymorphism, seem to be useful for the construction 
of programs. Therefore it is worthwhile to think about combining 
these two concepts in a systematic manner. The combined type 
system would allow us to develop programs that contain different 
functions with the same name (overloaded functions) of which some 
or all may at the same time be generic 
The (possibly overloaded) type of a construct should therefore be 
described by a set of (non-overloaded) types, which on their turn 
could be partially defined, i.e. could be generic. 
While this seems to be a viable way of combining overloading and 
parametric polymorphism, some disadvantages and problems have 
to be discussed first. 
The first disadvantage may seem to be that it is rather confusing 
for programmers to be allowed to use both concepts at the same 
time. Experience with ADA and ELAN shows this not to be the case, 
provided a helpful programming environment is available. 
A more serious problem is, that in some type systems it might turn 
out to be impossible to find a unique definition for each identifier 
application. 
An example of such a situation occurs when the programmer is 
allowed to write the following overloaded and generic procedures 
(where Τ again represents a type variable, i.e. an underspecified 
type). 
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PROCEDURE ρ = (INT χ) Τ: 
• · · » 
PROCEDURE ρ = (Τ χ) B00L: 
The overloaded and polymorphic type of ρ is described by the set 
of (non-overloaded) types 
{PROC (INT) T,PR0C (T) BOOL} 
When finding an application of ρ in a context that prescribes a 
boolean result and an integral actual parameter, it is impossible to 
decide which of the two declared procedures has to be identified. 
6.5.3 Restrictions 
The above example shows that the type system needs a restriction 
to avoid the identification problem. 
We therefore demand that the (polymorphic) types in a set of over­
loaded types should be ''non-overlapping". By ''non-overlapping" 
we mean that the languages described by those types should be 
pairwise disjoint. In other words, we demand for any overloaded 
type τ, with 
τ = {TI.T-Ì rn} 
that each pair r, and r, (with г ^ j) τ, Li r, should specify an 
inconsistent type (a type which contains T-elements). 
In the above example this condition was not fulfilled, since 
PR0C(INT)B00L is a type that is described by both polymorphic 
tvpes of both declarations of p. 
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6.6 A Definition of a Polymorphic 
Language 
This section contains the definition of a rather simple polymorphic 
language. The language is defined by a restricted two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammar. The sole purpose of this language definition 
is to demonstrate how polymorphism can be described by a two-
level grammar. 
6.6.1 The G r a m m a r 
Program 
Each program is built from declarations and units. The declarations 
introduce variables and associate types with these variables. The 
names (TAG) of all variables together with their types (MODE) are 
collected in a linear list (a kind of symbol table) which is represented 
by the metanotion NEST. 
NEST;: 
idfdecl MODE TAG NEST; 
typevar MODE TAG NEST; 
emptynest. 
NEST program: 
NEST series defining NEST. 
Series 
Each program consists of a series of one or more declarations and 
units separated by go on tokens (i.e. semicolons). A program is 
terminated by a unit. 
Each series defines a (local) NEST for its own declarations. 
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NEST s e r i e s de f in ing i d f d e c l MODE TAG NEST2: 
NEST i d e n t i f i e r d e c l a r a t i o n de f in ing MODE TAG, 
go on token , 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing NEST2. 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing typevar TAG NEST2: 
NEST type v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n de f in ing MODE TAG, 
go on token , 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing NEST2. 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing NEST2: 
NEST MODE u n i t , 
go on t oken , 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing NEST2. 
NEST s e r i e s de f in ing emptynest : 
NEST MODE u n i t . 
Dec l a r a t i ons 
Two different sorts of declarations exist in the language, i.e. iden-
tifier declarations and type variable» declarations. Identifier decla-
rations declare ordinary variables and functions. The type (MODE) 
of the declared variable or function is primarily determined by its 
declarer. Type variable declarations are used to specify types. The 
type of a type variable is not determined by its declaration. 
NEST i d e n t i f i e r d e c l a r a t i o n de f in ing MODE TAG: 
NEST MODE d e c l a r e r , 
NEST i d e n t i f i e r d e f i n i t i o n of MODE TAG. 
NEST type v a r i a b l e d e c l a r a t i o n de f in ing MODE TAG: 
type token , 
NEST type v a r i a b l e d e f i n i t i o n of MODE TAG. 
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Declarers 
Declarers are used for specifying the type (MODE) of variables and 
functions in declarations. Apart from integer and boolean variables, 
pointer variables (reference to MODE) and functions (procedure 
with MODE parameter yielding MODE) can be declared. Type 
variables may also occur in declarers in order to allow polymorphic 
declarations. These type variables have to be declared elsewhere in 
the program. 
MODE : : 
integral; 
boolean; 
reference to MODE; 
procedure with MODE parameter yielding MODE. 
NEST integral declarer: 
int token. 
NEST boolean declarer: 
bool token. 
NEST reference to MODE declarer: 
ref token, 
NEST MODE declarer. 
NEST procedure with MODE parameter yielding M0DE2 
declarer: 
proc token, 
open token, 
NEST MODE declarer, 
close token, 
NEST M0DE2 declarer. 
NEST MODE declarer: 
NEST type variable application of MODE TAG. 
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Units 
A program also contains units which are used for describing the 
actions which have to be performed by the program. A unit is 
either a simple identifier application or a call. 
NEST MODE u n i t ; 
NEST i d e n t i f i e r a p p l i c a t i o n of MODE TAG. 
NEST MODE u n i t : 
NEST MODE c a l l . 
Calls 
A call consists of two units. The first unit specifies the function 
which has to be called. The second unit, which has to be enclosed 
between brackets, specifies the actual parameter of the call. The 
MODEs of the actual and of the formal parameter must be the same. 
The MODE of the call is the MODE of the yield of the call. 
NEST MODE c a l l : 
NEST procedure with M0DE2 parameter y i e l d i n g MODE 
u n i t , 
open token , 
NEST M0DE2 u n i t , 
c lose token . 
Definitions and Applications 
Two different classes of identifiers can be used in a program. Identi-
fiers of ordinary variables and functions are written with lower-case 
letters. Type variables are written with upper-case letters. 
The identifiers of both classes can be defined and applied. Each 
identifier may only be defined once in a program. Each application 
must have a corresponding definition. 
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TAG:: 
tagl LETTER; 
tag2 LETTER TAG. 
LETTER:: 
a; b; c. 
NEST identifier definition of MODE TAG: 
1c TAG token, 
where MODE TAG identifier is unique in NEST. 
NEST type variable definition of MODE TAG: 
uc TAG token, 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique in NEST. 
NEST identifier application of MODE TAG: 
1c TAG token, 
where MODE TAG identifier resides in NEST. 
NEST type variable application of MODE TAG: 
uc TAG token, 
where MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
Tokens, Symbols and Layout 
Each program is composed from tokens on the lexical level. To 
improve the readability of the programs, tokens may start with 
layout. Layout consists of blanks. Each token consists of a seciuence 
of one or more symbols. 
TOKEN : : 
go on; type; open; close; 
int; bool; ref; proc; 
1c TAG; 
uc TAG. 
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TOKEN token: 
layout option, 
TOKEN symbol. 
1c tagl LETTER symbol: 
lower case LETTER symbol. 
1c tag2 LETTER TAG symbol: 
lower case LETTER symbol, 
1c TAG symbol. 
uc tagl LETTER symbol: 
upper case LETTER symbol. 
uc tag2 LETTER TAG symbol: 
upper case LETTER symbol, 
uc TAG symbol. 
go on symbol 
type symbol 
open symbol 
close symbol 
int symbol 
bool symbol 
reí symbol 
proc symbol 
lower case a 
lower case b 
lower case с 
upper case a 
upper case b 
upper case с 
symbol 
symbol 
symbol 
symbol 
symbol 
symbol 
II . II 
"TYPE 
II ( II 
II \ II 
"INT" 
"BOOL 
"REF" 
"PROC 
"a" 
"b" 
"c" 
"A" 
"B" 
"C" 
layout option: 
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layout option: 
11 II 
layout option. 
Predicates 
Predicates either produce an empty string or form a blind alley. A 
blind alley can be obtained by a predicate which produces inconsis-
tent affix values. We use two primitive predicates where t rue and 
where fa lse which always produce the empty string, resp. always 
end up in a blind alley. 
TRUTH : : 
true; false. 
where true : 
true is true. 
where false: 
true is false. 
TRUTH is TRUTH: 
Using these primitive predicates, the predicates where MODE TAG 
i s unique in NEST and where MODE TAG resides in NEST are 
defined. They ensure that no identifier is declared twice, resp. that 
for each applied identifier a corresponding definition exists some-
where in the program. 
where MODE TAG iden t i f i e r i s unique 
in idfdecl MODE TAG NEST: 
unless MODE TAG iden t i f i e r res ides in NEST. 
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where MODE TAG identifier is unique 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
where MODE TAG identifier is unique in NEST. 
where MODE TAG identifier is unique 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
where MODE TAG identifier is unique in NEST. 
where MODE TAG identifier is unique in emptynest: 
where false. 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique 
in typevar MODE TAG NEST: 
unless MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique in NEST. 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique in NEST. 
where MODE TAG type variable is unique in emptynest: 
where false. 
where MODE TAG identifier resides 
in idfdecl MODE TAG NEST: 
where true. 
where MODE TAG identifier resides 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
where MODE TAG identifier resides in NEST. 
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where MODE TAG identifier resides 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
where MODE TAG identifier resides in NEST. 
where MODE TAG identifier resides in emptynest: 
where false. 
where MODE TAG type variable resides 
in typevar MODE TAG NEST: 
where true. 
where MODE TAG type variable resides 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
where MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
where MODE TAG type variable resides 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
where MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
where MODE TAG type variable resides in emptynest: 
where false. 
unless MODE TAG identifier resides 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
unless MODE TAG identifier resides in NEST. 
unless MODE TAG identifier resides 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless MODE TAG identifier resides in NEST. 
unless MODE TAG identifier resides in emptynest: 
where true. 
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unless MODE TAG type variable resides 
in typevar M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless TAG equals TAG2, 
unless MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
unless MODE TAG type variable resides 
in idfdecl M0DE2 TAG2 NEST: 
unless MODE TAG type variable resides in NEST. 
unless MODE TAG type variable resides in emptynest: 
where true. 
unless tagl LETTER equals tag2 LETTER2 TAG: 
where true. 
unless tag2 LETTER TAG equals tagl LETTER2: 
where true. 
unless tagl LETTER1 equals tagl LETTER2: 
unless LETTER1 equals LETTER2. 
unless tag2 LETTER TAG1 equals LETTER TAG2: 
unless TAG1 equals TAG2. 
unless tag2 LETTER1 TAG1 equals LETTER2 TAG2: 
unless LETTER1 equals LETTER2. 
unless a equals b : where true. 
unless a equals с : where true. 
unless b equals a : where true. 
unless b equals с : where true. 
unless с equals a : where true. 
unless с equals b : where true. 
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unless LETTER equals LETTER: 
where false. 
It should be noted, that the introduction of recursive predicates, like 
those defined above, makes the underlying context-free grammar 
highly ambiguous. For such grammars it is imperative to have 
some sort of affix-directed parsing [ME86] which helps to avoid the 
generation of unfeasible parse trees. 
6.6.2 Some Simple Programs 
The following simple programs are used to demonstrate some prop­
erties of the language defined above. 
Monomorphic Programs 
It is possible to define programs which contain only monomorphic 
constructs. The following program has this property. The types of 
a and b are competely determined by their declarations. 
PROC (INT) REF BOOL a; 
INT b; 
a (b) 
Polymorphic Programs 
The introduction of type variables allows the definition of polymor­
phic variables and functions. The following program contains two 
type variables A and B. Both type variables are not further restricted 
by the context in which they are used. Therefore, they represent 
all possible types of the language. As a consequence, a and b are 
polymorphic, and the call a (b) is polymorphic (having the type 
B), too. 
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TYPE A; 
TYPE B; 
PROC (REF A) В a ; 
REF A b ; 
a (b) 
Monomorphic Programs wi th Polymorphic Declarations 
The type of an identifier application is determined by both its cor­
responding declaration and the context in which it occurs. 
The following program contains a declaration of a polymorphic 
ftmction a and a monomorphic variable b. The call a (b) is 
monomorphic (in any context), since the actual parameter b as­
signs exactly one type to the application of a. 
TYPE A; 
PROC (REF A) A a; 
REF INT b ; 
a (b) 
In the following program, the type of the call b (c) depends on the 
context in which it is placed. In this example, this call occurs as the 
actual parameter of yet another call. The parameter position fixes 
the type of b ( c ) . While the previous example shows a bottom-up 
type dependency (the type of a construct depends on the type of its 
subconstructs), this example shows a top-down type dependency. 
TYPE A; 
TYPE B; 
PROC (BOOL) INT a; 
PROC (A) A b ; 
В с; 
a (b ( с ) ) 
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It may also happen that the type of a construct can only be de­
termined by both the types of its subconstructs and the type of 
its context. The call b (c) in the following program demonstrates 
such a situation. 
TYPE A; 
TYPE B; 
PROC (BOOL) INT a; 
PROC (А) В b; 
INT c; 
a (b (c)) 
With the definition of this simple language, we have demonstrated 
how polymorphism can be described by a restricted two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammar. A type inference algorithm which can be 
used in a type checker can be derived from this language definition. 
Chapter 7 
Incremental Evaluation of 
Static Semantics 
In the last chapters it was implicitly assumed, that a complete parse 
tree was taken as a graph structure for the determination of the 
complete static semantics. In this chapter we will show that it 
is possible to determine the static semantics of incomplete graph 
structures, and especially of arbitrary subtrees of a complete parse 
tree. 
Incomplete subtrees in different forms are obtained during the pars-
ing process. The order in which these incomplete subtrees are cre-
ated and composed into larger subtrees depends on the parsing 
method used. Parse trees may also be constructed interactively, 
by a so-called syntax-directed editor which often forms the basis 
of a programming environment. In the case of a syntax-direct ed 
editor the order in which the subtrees are composed is primarily 
determined by the seciuence of interactive user actions. We will 
not discuss different parsing methods or different classes of syntax-
directed editors. The reader interested in this subject is referred to 
[AU72] and [BA84]. 
We are of course mainly interested in the static semantics of pro-
gramming languages, but the following definitions are not only ap-
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plicable to parse trees, but also to any other graph structures con-
structed from graph schemes. 
7 Л Subsystems, Environments and 
Interfaces 
Before describing the analysis of incomplete systems, we have to 
introduce the terms "subsystem", '"environment", and "interface". 
For the following definitions we will suppose that a complete graph 
structure is given. However, for the analysis of subsystems, the 
existence of a complete graph strucUire is not necessary. 
We call an arbitrary subset of the set of all vertices of a graph struc­
ture. together with all edges connecting these vertices, a subsystem 
of that graph structure. 
We call the complement of this set of vertices with respect to the 
whole set of vertices (again with all edges connecting the vertices 
of the complément set) the environment of this subsystem. 
The remaining edges, i.e. those that form the connections between 
the subsystem and its environment, are called the interface between 
the subsystem and its environment. 
The terms "subsystem" and "environment" are completely dual. It 
depends only on oui focus of interest whether we call a part of a 
system a "subsystem" or an "environment". 
In the following picture а лтгу simple graph structure and a par­
titioning into a subsystem, an environment and an interface is 
sketched. 
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environment interface subsystem 
7.2 Description of Incomplete Subsys-
tems 
We want to be able to analyze incomplete subsystems, i.e. to obtain 
information about a subsystem even if its environment is completely 
unknown or if only an approximate description of the environment 
is given by some sort of interface specification. This can be achieved 
by constructing a graph structure from a subsvstem in a systematic 
way. If we succeed in building this new graph structure we are 
able to apply the same methods for the determination of the static 
semantics of a subsystem which were introduced for the analysis of 
complete systems. 
A subsystem is not automatically a graph structure, because the 
vertices of a graph structure must have a vertex tvpe for which 
certain properties hold. If we simply remove the environment and 
the interface of the complete system to obtain a subsystem, the 
vertices lying on the border of this subsystem cannot have the same 
vertex type thev had before, since the number of oiitgoing edges of 
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these vertices has decreased. 
Our solution to the problem of constructing a graph structure for 
a subsystem is simple. We first extend the graph scheme that was 
given for the complete graph structure by adding new vertex types 
to the set VT. These new vertex types will be used for the de-
scription of special interface vertices that have to be added to the 
substructure. One vertex type has to be added for each edge type 
et. because we assume that edges of any edge type may possibly 
occur in an interface. If et € ET is an arbitrary edge type, then 
vtet is a new corresponding vertex type, for which holds 
edge.number(vtei) = 1 
eerte χ edgc-type(vtei) — et 
For each new vertex type vt
ei we also have to introduce a new 
function vertex function^tet) which can be defined as 
vertex function{vt
e
i) :- i-ef 
with -Let the constant function that yields J-e^ e-domamíe*)» the bast 
element of the edge domain edgt^domain(et), for any arbitrary ar-
gument. 
These definitions correspond to the definition of the vertex type 
and the vertex function that were given for the start symbol of the 
two-level grammars of the previous chapters. In fact, the vertex 
for the start symbol can be considered as a special sort of interface 
vertex. 
Graph structures that are built on the basis of such extended graph 
schemes automatically correspond to subsystems of complete graph 
structures that are built on the basis of the original graph structure. 
Furthermore, those graph structures that describe subsystems are 
again ordinary graph structures that can be analyzed like any other 
graph structure. We call such graph structures incomplete graph 
structures [incomplete systems). 
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7.3 Static Semantics of Interfaces 
Starting with a complete graph structure and dividing it into a sub-
system and an environment we obtain two new graph structures. 
The first graph structure consists of the vertices and edges belong-
ing to the subsystem and some edges and vertices corresponding to 
the interface. The second graph structure consists of the vertices 
and edges of the environment and also contains edges and vertices 
corresponding to the interface. 
For the graph structure shown above the following two new graph 
structures are obtained. 
\ ^ ' 
environment interface subsystem 
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environment interface subsystem 
The edges that correspond to the interface between the subsystem 
and the environment can be identified in both new graph structures 
as well as in the original graph structure. 
When determining the static semantics of all three graph structures. 
i.e. of the complete system, the subsystem and the environment. 
we obtain three (possibly different) values for the corresponding 
interface edges. 
While the corresponding results of the subsystem and the environ­
ment may be incomparable, these results are always less defined 
than the corresponding result that is obtained for the complete 
system. 
If e is an interface edge in the complete system, we have an equation 
that describes the static semantics .tv of this edge 
•'V = ƒ/(·'', · ·ί'η. -02 ) Î-1 j r U e - -Tri' '*Y2 ) 
The expressions ft{xe....) and fr(re ) correspond to the contri-
butions from the left and from the right vertex, respectively. The 
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variables хц, τ^, . . . and xTi. .rr2, . . . represent the static semantics 
of the remaining edges of the left and of the right vertex. 
In the graph structure for the subsystem and for the environment 
one of the two vertices is replaced by a new interface vertex. For 
these two graph structures we therefore obtain the following two 
equations. As a convention for the rest of the chapter we will mark 
variables, functions etc. by single dashes ('). resp. doiible dashes 
("), if they are used for the description of the subsystem, resp. of 
the environment. 
J'e — -l-edge-type(e)(^
e
) '-' / r W e ' ^Yl" '^гЗ' · • •/ 
x
" = //(•Гр1<г/1'-Гі2' • · •) U -^edge-type(e){xe) 
= / l(^.xi'1.xJ , 2,...) 
The three equation systems can only be compared after extending 
the equation systems obtained for the subsystem and for the envi­
ronment by adding extra equations for the edges that do not belong 
to the subsystem and to the environment, respectively. 
For an edge e that does not belong to the subsystem, resp. to the 
environment, the equation 
•*"e ~ -^-edge-type(e){Xe) 
respectively 
r" — ] I r"\ 
•'<> — -'-edge Іуре(е)\х<; I 
is added. This trivial extension does not change the meaning of the 
subsystem and the environment. 
From the above it can easily be derived that the static semantics of 
the subsystem, of the environment and of the complete system can 
be described by three continuous functions F'. F" and F (which 
in their turn can be constructed from the functions defined for all 
edges of the graph structure). 
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D = edge domain(ei) χ . . . χ edge -domain (e, E}) 
F: D -» D 
F': D -> D 
F": D -» D 
The domain Z? of all three functions is the product of the domains 
of all edges of the complete system. 
If we are only interested in the edges of the subsystem, of the en­
vironment resp. of the interface, we will make use of the three 
projections sxibsystcm, environment resp. interface which remove 
the unwanted information. 
We can show that for all Y G D we have 
F'{Y)UF"(Y) = F{Y) 
and therefore 
F'{Y) С F(Y) 
F"{Y) С F(Y) 
We obtain the following three equation systems that describe the 
static semantics of the subsystem, of the environment and of the 
complete system. 
X' - F'(X') (subsystem) 
X" -= F"{X") (environment) 
X = F(X) --= F'{X)\JF"{X) (complete system) 
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Since all three functions F', F" and F are continuous (and there-
fore monotone) it also can be shown that the least fixed point X' of 
F' (the static semantics of the subsystem) is less defined than the 
least fixed point X of F (the static semantics of the complete sys-
tem). The same holds for the least fixed point X" of F" (the static 
vsemantics of the environment). In other words the static semantics 
of a subsystem is only an approximation of the static semantics of 
the complete system. 
Since X' = F'{X') Ç X and X" = F"(X") Ç X, it also follows 
that 
X' U A'" - F'(X') U F"{X") С X = F(X) 
In general, the least fixed point X of the complete system is not 
equal to the join of the least fixed points of the subsystem and the 
environment (X' U X"). In other words, the static semantics of a 
complete system may contain more information than the sum of 
the static semantics of all its subsystems. 
7.4 Composition of Subsystems 
Ultimately, we want to determine the static semantics of the whole 
system. From this point of view, the separation of a complete sys­
tem into parts seems to introduce the extra (unnecessary) work of 
determining the static semantics of the subsystem and the environ­
ment. 
Nothing would have been gained, if the static semantics of the com­
plete system had to be reanalyzed without considering the results 
obtained for its parts. 
Fortunately, this is not the case and it can be shown that the static 
semantics of the subsystem and of the environment can be used as 
a starting point for the determination of the static semantics of the 
wdiole system. 
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If X' is the static semantics of the subsystem. X" of the environ­
ment and X of the whole system, we know that 
χ ς X' и χ" ς χ 
Since F is a continuous function, we have for all ? G N 
F ! ( ± ) E F'iX' U X") Q Fl{X) = X 
and also 
x = [J F?(±) g и ^ г ( А " ϋ x"ì E U *"w = ^ 
ι 0 i -O г^О 
This demonstrates that it is not necessary to approximate the least 
fixed point of F by starting with ±, but that X' U X" can be used 
safely as a starting point instead. An advantage of using X' U X" 
as a starting point, is that this approximation will converge faster, 
in general. 
7.5 Specification of Interfaces 
For the determination of the static semantics of subsystems special 
vertices have been introduced that represent the interface of a sys­
tem. The primitive constant functions ±
et were assigned to these 
vertices. These functions were used because it was assumed that no 
information about the environment of the subsystem was available. 
In practice, when constructing a subsystem, some knowledge about 
its environment exists. This knowledge should be represented by 
some kind of interface specification. 
An interface specification should serve two goals. First, it should 
help to analyze subsystems independently and should ease the de­
tection of possible errors in an early stage, i.e. even when a de­
scription of the complete environment is not yet available. Second, 
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it should allow to check if two subsystems can be glued together 
after they have been constructed and analyzed separately. 
In order to introduce such interface specifications, we have to re-
place the constant functions -Le< by other continuous functions. 
These new interface functions represent our knowledge about the 
environment. We call the set of interface edges together with the 
corresponding interface functions an interface specification. 
In order to keep things simple, we will use constant functions as 
interface specifications. Therefore, the interface specifications can 
be represented by two constants I' and I". The projection of I' and 
I" on any edge (of type et) which does not belong to the interface, 
should be _Le<, i.e. 
Subsyst€m(I') = Subsystem{I") = 1-subsystem 
environmental') — environment^") — ±enmTonment 
The constant interface functions can be used to define the new 
functions F' and F" describing the subsystem and the environment. 
As a convention we wäll mark variables, functions etc. by circon-
flexes ("), if they are used for the description of the subsystem, resp. 
the environment, where special interface functions are involved. 
F ' : D -* D 
F" : D -» D 
F'{Y) := F,(Y)ur 
F"{Y) := F"(Y) U Î" 
With these functions the following (new) equation systems describ-
ing the static semantics of the subsystem and the environment is 
obtained. 
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Χ' = F'{X') = F ' (X ' )UÌ ' (subsystem) 
Χ" = F"(X") = F"{X") U ƒ" (environment) 
Obviously, for any arbitrary Y € D we have 
F"(F) ç F " ( r ) 
We still want to use the static semantics of the parts for the deter-
mination of the static semantics of the whole system. Therefore, 
we have to demand that for the least fixed point X' of F' and for 
the least fixed point X" of F", the following conditions hold 
X' Ç X 
Χ" Π X 
These conditions are equivalent to 
mterface(X') Ç. mterface(X) 
tvterface(X") Q interface(X) 
For a constant interface function and for any interface edge we 
can check how the value specified by the interface function for this 
edge relates to the value that can be determined as the least fixed 
point for this interface edge. The specified value will always be 
less defined or equal to the determined value. If all specified values 
of all interface edges are equal to the determined values of the 
static semantics of the interface, we call the interface specification a 
stroiig interface specification. Otherwise, wre call it a weak interface 
spécification. 
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Provided that identical interface specifications for the subsystem 
and for the environment are used and both interface specifications 
are strong the static semantics of the complete system can be de­
termined in one step by taking the join of the static semantics of 
the subsystem and of the environment, by the following. 
For the least fixed points X' of F' and X" of F" , we have 
F{X' U X") = F(X' U X") U F"{X' u X") 
From the definition of the functions F' and F", we know that 
for arbitrary Υχ,Υί S D with subsystem{Yi) Ç subsystemiY^) and 
interface(Yi) E interface^), we have F'iYx U Уз) = F'iYz). 
Similarily, for any Yi,Y2 G D with environment[Yi) Ç 
environment(Y2) and interface{Y\) С ¿níer/oce(K2). we have 
f"»(yiuy2) = F"(n). 
Since subsystemiX") - i^i,^,,*^, cnwi:ronmeni(X') = ±
Ρη
„Γαηη«.ηί 
and because it is demanded that interfaceiX') = interface(X"), we 
have 
F(X' U 1") = F ' ( l ' U X") U F"(X' U X") 
- F ( X ' ) U F " ( X " ) 
To show that X' U X" is also a fixed point of F, we show first 
F(X' U X") U Γ U î" 
= F'{X')UÎ'UF"(X")UÎ" 
-F'(i: ')uF"(l") 
= X'u X" 
This means, that 
F ( X ' u ! " ) Ç X ' U X " 
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Since F is a monotone function, we can build the following chain 
(with λ' := Χ* U X") 
1 Q ... С F^l(X) С Fl(X) Q...Q F(X) Ç Χ Π X 
If Χ Φ X, then F must have another fixed point which is less 
than (and not equal to) X. This cannot be the case, because X 
is the least fixed point of F. Therefore, we have shown that X — 
X'UX" ^x. 
In other words, the subsystem and its environment can be analyzed 
separately and if the same results are obtained for all interface 
edges, it is certain that the combined result is also a fixed point 
of the complete system. In this case no reanalvsis of the complete 
system is necessary. 
7.6 The Least Interface Specification 
For specifying interfaces, we are allowed to use any constant inter­
face specification ƒ, as long as the following condition holds 
J-mifr/ace E interface(î) С interface {Χ) 
In the previous sections we have considered the two extreme cases of 
such descriptions, namely the constant interface specification ƒ with 
tnterfacc(I) = Х
ш
<
ег
/
асе
, resp. with mterfaee(I) = mterface(X). 
We have seen that the advantage of the second interface specifi­
cation is that the static semantics of the complete system can be 
obtained immediately from the static semantics of the subsystems. 
A disadvantage is that it has to be checked if the least fixed points 
X' of F' and X" of F" are indeed less defined than the least fixed 
point X of F, if we want to be certain that a correct result was 
obtained. Unfortunately, this can only be tested if X has been 
determined separately. 
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On the other hand, checking the above condition for the first in-
terface specification is not necessary; this condition is always true. 
The obvious disadvantage of this specification is, that the deter-
mination of the least fixed point may consist of an approximation 
performed in a number of steps. 
In this section we will try to find an interface specification, which 
somehow forms a compromise between these two extremes. We 
want that checking whether this interface specification is less de-
fined than the least fixed point X of the whole system is not nec-
essary. We also wish that this interface specification can be deter-
mined for a subsystem independently from any possible environ-
ment. We will call this interface specification the least interface 
specification of the subsystem. 
For this purpose we determine for each (interface) edge of type 
etj € ET a value j - e < i which approximates any fixed point of this 
edge. For the determination of this value, only the graph scheme 
is needed (and not the concrete graph structure). This value will 
be determined by first constructing a set of equations, one for each 
edge type et i ζ ET, and then by determining the least fixed point 
of these equations. 
Let et, be the type of an interface edge. Only vertices of type νί
Ί
 can 
be connected to this edge, provided vertex_edgeJype(vtj,k) = etj 
for some к G N. This к represents the vertex position where the 
edge may be connected. 
Since vertex-function(vtj) describes the meaning of all neighbour­
ing edges of the vertex, the value for the edge can be approximated 
by the function 
fi,j,k '·= proj{vertex-function(vtj),к) 
fi,j,i/· vertex-domain(vtj) —> edge-domain(eti) 
provided that the vertex is really connected to the edge. Even 
when it is known that this vertex is connected to the interface 
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edge, we cannot assume any knowledge about the remaining edges 
connected to this vertex. Therefore, the other edges again have to 
be approximated by a minimal value, i.e. for each edge of type et, 
by the value х
е
<· I" other words, the value of the interface edge can 
be approximated by the expression 
fi.jA-r<'1»l Ce i , > £eta„ ) 
where x
eia (1 < / < η, η = edge tiumber{fu}j.)) is the value which 
can be approximated for the l-th. edge connected to the vertex. This 
edge is assumed to have the type et
ar 
Since it is not known in advance, which vertex will be connected to 
the interface edge, only the (worst case) assumption can be made, 
meaning that any of the possible vertu es may be a good candidate. 
Therefore, we have to build the equation describing the value x
e
ti 
by taking the meet of all approximating expressions which we can 
build for all these vertices. 
Repeating this whole process for all types of edges, we obtain a 
set of equations (with FHi the function describing the meet of all 
corresponding approximating expressions) 
J.'et ι -'«'i {J-eti · •^ Vfa' · · · ' ^^¡ET ' 
•I'efa = "etìK^eii * •ïefa' · · · * ^ettETt ' 
*
í>e
'!í;r| ~" et ET v'affi' •'eta -^etífx ) 
AU functions and all domains are continuous. Therefore, the least 
fixed point of this set of equations can be approximated. The least 
fixed point of any arc of type ett occurring in any graph structure 
will be greater than .feii. 
Having determined the least fixed point of the above equation, we 
can define the least interface specification of any subsystem by sim-
ply defining the constant interface description I by ascribing a con-
stant to each interface edge. i.e. for the m-th edge of type et, 
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proj{î,m) '.= ¿el, 
The interface description constructed this way is called the least 
interface specification. 
The ability to deal with subsystems and interfaces in a formal way 
and to determine the static semantics of incomplete systems gives 
rise to many possible applications. The formalism presented in this 
chapter allows the determination of the static semantics of incom-
plete programs (for example of program fragments or modules) and 
can be used in programming environments in order to find static 
semantic errors interactively. Affix-directed parsing can also be 
considered as a form of incremental affix analysis. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Outlook 
In this thesis a graph formalism has been introduced which can be 
used for describing the static semantics of systems. This formalism 
is general enough to allow the description of the static semantics 
of programming languages, but is definitely not restricted to this 
application area alone. 
To demonstrate the descriptional power of this formalism, we have 
shown how grammars of a class of extended affix grammars, resp. of 
the class of restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars can be 
translated into this graph formalism in such a way that each gram-
mar is represented by a graph scheme and its programs (resp. dec-
orated parse trees) are represented by corresponding graph struc-
tures. 
A method for the analysis (determination) of the static semantics 
of systems which is based on this graph formalism is also described 
in this thesis. The static semantics of a system can be determined 
as the least fixed point solution of a recursive set of equations which 
can be derived from the graph structure. 
When applying this method to the graph schemes and their graph 
structures corresponding to grammars, resp. to programs of these 
grammars, this method turns into powerful affix (or attribute) eval-
171 
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uation methods for these grammar classes. Most known affix eval-
uation methods do not allow cyclic affix dependencies. The affix 
evaluation methods which are obtained for the two different classes 
of two-level grammars presented in this thesis can deal not only 
with cyclic affix dependencies but can even manage bi-directional 
affix flow. In other words, there are no restrictions on the affix flow 
structure and the affix flow information is not needed for these affix 
evaluators. 
The absence of such restrictions, and in the case of the restricted 
two-level van Wijngaarden grammars the possibility to deal with 
partiallv defined affix values, allowed us to use this formalism for 
the description of polymorphism. 
Finally, it was demonstrated that even incomplete systems can be 
described and analyzed with the methods described in this thesis. 
The ability to determine the static semantics of incomplete systems 
(for example program fragments, or modules) is important for the 
construction of interactive programming environments and allows 
the early detection of static semantic errors. 
The work of this thesis can be continued in many directions. We 
give a list of a few possible topics for future research, 
Implementation. An implementation of the method for analyz-
ing the static semantics of systems should be made. This 
implementation can either be made for 
• general graph schemes and graph structures, or for 
• graph schemes corresponding to two-level grammars. 
In the latter case an implementation of a translator that trans-
lates grammars into graph schemes should also be made. Dif-
ferent implementations of the least fixed point evaluation al-
gorithm which use different evaluation orders or even allow 
concurrent evaluation should be investigated. 
173 
Application of the grammatical formalism. Many static se-
mantic properties can be described by the two-level gram-
mars. Interesting candidates are 
• data flow analysis 
• optimization 
• code generation 
Extension of the grammatical formalism. Only a restricted 
class of lattices can be constructed from the mctagrammars of 
the restricted two-level van Wijngaarden grammars. In order 
to allow other types of lattices for the description of static 
semantics, not context-free grammars but other formalisms 
should be used to describe the meta-level. The metagranmiar 
could for example be extended by 
• functions, or to 
• two-level grammars 
Other Applications. The formalism for describing the static se-
mantics is not restricted to graph structures that can be de-
rived from two-level grammars. 
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Samenvatting 
Beschrijving en Analyse van Statische Semantiek 
met Behulp van Dekpunt-Vergelijkingen 
Dit proefschrift introduceert een formalisme voor de beschrijving en 
een daarop gebaseerde methodiek voor de analyse van de statische 
semantiek van programmeertalen en (algemener) van systemen. 
Programma's (en systemen) kunnen door graafstructuren gerepre-
senteerd worden, welke tot een graafschema horen. Een graafstruc-
tuur staat in een relatie met een graafschema op een vergelijkbare 
manier als een programma (van een bepaalde programmeertaal) 
gerelateerd is aan een kontekst-vrije grammatica welke deze taal 
beschrijft. 
Graafstructuren dienen als skeletten waaraan op een systematische 
manier een betekenis kan worden toegekend. De betekenis van 
een graafstructuur kan door een verzameling van recursieve ver-
gelijkingen beschreven worden. Een oplossing van dit systeem 
van vergelijkingen wordt de statische semantiek van de graafstruc-
tuur, respectievelijk van het hiermee gerepresenteerde programma 
of systeem genoemd. 
Om dit soort van vergelijkingen op te kunnen lossen, worden in 
hoofdstuk 2 partieel geordende verzamelingen, tralies en functies 
op partieel geordende verzamelingen en tralies geïntroduceerd. Er 
wordt beschreven hoe partieel geordende verzamelingen en tralies 
geconstrueerd kunnen worden. De stelling van het kleinste dekpunt 
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wordt gepresenteerd. Dit zegt dat er altijd een oplossing van een 
vergelijking χ = f (χ) bestaat wanneer ƒ monotoon is. Er wordt 
beschreven hoe een oplossing benaderd kan worden wanneer ƒ con­
tinu is. 
In hoofdstuk 3 worden graafschema's en graafstructuren op een ab­
stract niveau geïntroduceerd. Er wordt uitgelegd, hoe een betekenis 
aan een graafstructuur kan worden toegekend en hoe de statische 
semantiek van graafstructuren kan worden benaderd. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een eerste toepassing van het geïntro-
duceerde formalisme gedemonstreerd. Er wordt getoond hoe affix-
grammatica's over een string domein (welke vergelijkbaar zijn met 
extended affix-grammatica's) naar graafschema's vertaald kunnen 
worden. Dat gebeurt op een zodanige manier dat hun graaf-
structuren overeenkomen met gedecoreerde parseerbomen en dat 
de betekenis van deze graafstructuren een beschrijving van de af-
fixen (attributen) van de corresponderende parseerbomen oplevert. 
Affix-(attribuut-)evaluatie kan zo (conceptueel) gereduceerd wor-
den tot het bepalen van het kleinste dekpunt van de vergelijking 
die de betekenis van een graafstructuur beschrijft. In tegenstelling 
tot affix-(attribuut-)grammatica,s waar de richting van de affix-
(attribuut-)stroom voor de affix-(attribuut-)evaluator van grote be-
lang is en daarom gespecificeerd moet worden, wordt er geen ge-
bruik van gemaakt bij het affix-evaluatie-schema dat in dit hoofd-
stuk wordt gepresenteerd. Omdat er ook geen beperkingen op de 
affix-stroom wordt gelegd, zijn ook cyclische en bi-directionele affix-
afhankelijkheden toegestaan. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt nog een klasse van twee-niveau van Wijngaar-
den grammatica's, beperkte twee-niveau van Wijngaarden gramma-
tica's genoemd, geïntroduceerd en er wordt getoond hoe deze gram-
matica's naar graafschema^s vertaald kunnen worden. Het belang-
rijkste verschil (naast notationele verschillen) met de grammatica's 
die in hoofdstuk 4 geïntroduceerd zijn, is dat er niet-vlakke tralies 
(non-flat lattices) als domeinen gebruikt worden. Deze tralies kun-
nen met behulp van de metagrammatica automatisch geconstrueerd 
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worden. 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt uitgelegd hoe de beperkte twee-niveau van 
Wijngaarden grammatica's gebruikt kunnen worden voor de be-
schrijving en analyse van polymorfe talen. Dit is een voorbeeld 
waax gebruik wordt gemaakt van de belangrijke eigenschap dat re-
cursieve affix-afhankelijkheiden zijn toegestaan. 
In hoofdstuk 7 wordt getoond hoe onvolledige systemen met het 
formalisme van de eerste hoofdstukken behandeld kunnen worden. 
In deze samenhang worden begrippen zoals "subsysteem", "omge-
ving" en "interface" geïntroduceerd en er wordt uitgelegd hoe de 
statische semantiek van onvolledige systemen bepaald kan worden. 
Er wordt getoond hoe de statische semantiek van een subsysteem 
in relatie staat tot de statische semantiek van het hele systeem in 
welke het kan worden ingebed. De applicatie van dit concept bij 
twee-niveau grammatica's maakt de introductie en formalisatie van 
increméntele affix-evaluatie-methoden mogelijk. 
Hoofdstuk 8 bevat een aantal conclusies en geeft een vooruitzicht 
op verder mogelijke onderzoek. 
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Summary 
Description and Analysis of Static Semantics 
by Fixed Point Equations 
This doctoral thesis introduces a formalism for the description and 
a method for the analysis of static semantics of programming lan-
guages and more general of systems. 
Programs (and systems) can be represented by graph structures 
which belong to a graph scheme. A graph structure is related to a 
graph scheme in a similar way as a program (of a given program-
ming language) is related to a context-free grammar describing this 
language. 
Graph structures serve as skeletons to which a meaning can be 
attached in systematic way. The meaning of a graph structure can 
be written as a set of recursive equations. A solution of this system 
of equations is called the static semantics of this graph structure, 
resp. of the program or system which it represents. 
In order to be able to solve such equations, partially ordered sets. 
lattices and functions on partially ordered sets and lattices are in-
troduced in chapter 2. It is described how partially ordered sets 
and lattices can be constructed. The least fixed point theorem is 
presented, which states that there is always a solution to the equa-
tion .r = f(i'). provided ƒ is monotone, and it is described how a 
solution can be approximated, if ƒ is continuous. 
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In chapter 3, graph schemes and graph structures are introduced on 
an abstract level. It is explained, how a meaning can be assigned to 
a graph structure and how the static semantics of graph structures 
can be approximated. 
In chapter 4, a first application of the presented formalism is demon-
strated. It is shown how affix grammars over a string domain (which 
are similar to extended affix grammars) can be transformed into 
graph schemes. This is done in such a way that its graph struc-
tures correspond to decorated parse trees and the meaning of these 
graph structures describe the affixes (attributes) of the correspond-
ing parse trees. Affix (attribute) evaluation is (conceptiially) re-
duced to the determination of the least fixed point of the equation 
describing the meaning of a graph structure. In contrast to affix 
(attribute) grammars where the direction of the affix (attribute) 
flow is of great importance for the affix (attribute) evaluator and 
therefore has to be specified, it is not needed in the affix evaluation 
scheme presented in this chapter. Since also no restrictions are im-
posed on the affix flow, cyclic and bi-directional affix dependencies 
are permitted. 
In chapter 5 another class of two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, 
called restriced two-level van Wijngaarden grammars, is introduced 
and it shown how these grammars can also be transformed into 
graph schemes. The main difference (apart from notational differ-
ences) to the grammars introduced in chapter 4, is that non-flat 
lattices are used as domains. These lattices can be constructed 
automatically from the metagrammar. 
In chapter 6, it is demonstrated how the restricted two-level van 
Wijngaarden grammars can be used for the description and analysis 
of polymorphic languages. This is an example where the important 
property is used that recursive affix dependencies are allowed. 
Chapter 7 shows how incomplete systems can be treated with the 
formalism developed in the first chapters. In this context the terms 
"subsystem", ''environment" and "interface'* are introduced and it 
is explained how the static semantics of incomplete systems can be 
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determined. It is shown how the static semantics of a subsystem 
is related to the static semantics of a complete system, into which 
it can be embedded. The application of this concept to two-level 
grammars, allows the introduction and formalization of incremental 
affix evaluation schemes. 
Chapter 8 contains some conclusions and gives an outlook to further 
research. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
Description and Analysis 
of Static Semantics 
by Fixed Point Equations 
door Matthias Paul Gerhard Moritz 
1. Recursive (resp. cyclic) affix dependencies are often neces­
sary for the description of properties of programming lan­
guage constructs and therefore should not be excluded a-
priori from the grammatical formalisms used to describe 
these programming languages. 
2. Affix flow (resp. attribute flow) is a redundant concept. 
3. Affix (attribute) evaluation can conceptually be reduced to 
the determination of the least fixed point of a set of equa­
tions describing the affix values [Chirica, Martin, 1977; this 
thesiSj. 
4. The formal definition of a programming language should be 
sufficient as a basis for the automatic generation of compilers 
for that language. 
5. The whole is more than the sum of its parts 'this thesis, 
chapter 7,. 
6. The ongoing introduction of the so-called paperless office is 
one of the reasons for the disappearance of many forests. 
7. Text processing with a computer is not always fun, 
8. The choice of the programming language has a great in­
fluence on the class of errors that usually can be found in 
software systems. This can be paraphrased as: What you С 
is what you get. 
9. The next logical step after the realization of artificial intel­
ligence will be the introduction of artificial responsibility. 
10. With functional programming languages it is quite possible 
to write incomprehensible programs. 



